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Mr Ramon Lopez 9 le ga l counsel for
Filipino " psyc hic surgeon"
Lawrence
Cacteng
and
Spiritualist
Margaret
Kingsland, stated that psychic surge ry ,
by definition, involves a fraudo The
statement came in a recent Victorian
court case in which charges against
Cacteng and
Kingsland of obtaining
money by deception by prete~di~g to
perform psychic surgery were d1sm1sse~o
A
charge
against
husband
Colin
Kingsland of aiding and abetting was
also dismissed.
Two
committee
members of the
Australian Skeptics, Janet de Silva and
Joe
Rubinstein,
volunteered
for
"psychic surgery" by Cacteng in July
1984. Both
believe
that
"psychic
surgery" is fakery and that it is not
possible
to
"psychically" open up
bodies with the bare hands, extract
allegedly diseased tissue then close
the body without surgical procedures or
anaesthesiao
Mr
Lopez said de
Silva
and
Rubinstein
had
not been
deceived
because they had expected to receive
psychic sur gery , "which by definition
involves a fraud",. Lopez said they
received what t hey asked for.[:)
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the SKEPTIC
Background to the Case
Since its inception the Australian
Skeptics has campaigned extensively on
the issue of "psychic surgery". This is
because the claims of "psychic surgery"
do not stand up to scientific investigation. The techniques of "psychic surinvolve sleight of hand and
gery"
fakery and can be demonstrated by magicians.
More importantly the Australian
Skeptics see "psychic· surgery" as an
issue of public interest because people
who have accepted the diagnosis of a
psychic surgeon may well be accepting
the wrong diagnosis of someone with no
medical training at all. If they undergo psychic surgery they may believe
they have been cured and thus neglect
proper life-saving medical treatment.
medical risks inherent in
The
"psychic surgery" were well documented
in the American Trade Commission case
(Travel King et al.) which ordered four
American travel agencies to cease making false claims about "psychic surgery".
The Skeptics' Campaign
When the chief investigator for
the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal,
magician James Randi, made his first
visit to Australia in 1981, he demonstrated psychic surgery at public meetings and on television. The Australian
Skeptics were formed at the end of his
visit.
Since then Australian Skeptics'
magicians Danny Varney and Mike Wilton
have given public demonstrations of
exposing
Articles
psychic surgery.
"psychic surgery" have appeared in "the
Skeptic", "the Bulletin", "Australian
Penthouse" and other magazines. The
Australian Medical Association joined
in with the W.A. secretary stating it
was merely "sleight of hand" and a lot
of rubbish. In 1984 the Australian
Skeptics invited the chair of the Bay
(San Francisco) Skeptics, Bob
area
Steiner, to Australia. When he made his
final appearance on Australian television in May, film clips of "psy chic surgery" were shown with Bob explaining
the fakery.
This massive television coverage
created considerable doubt among people
who had formerly believed that psychic
not involve deception.
surgery did
Bob left Australia a
after
Shortly
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spiritualist informed a Skeptics' committee member that a visiting Filipino
psychic surgeon Lawrence Cacteng was
"operating" in Doncaster, Victoria.
The national committee of the Australian Skeptics decided to send in two
volunteers, Janet de Silva and Joe
Rubinstein. Janet was accompanied by
her "father" and Joe, who posed as a
migrant who barely spoke English, by a
"friend" (actually a professional magician). The police were informed and
both the patients were fitted with
sophisticated sound recording equipment. The volunteers were examined by
the assistant police surgeon before and
after their "operation".
police
the "operations"
After
raided the premises and arrested the
Kingslands and Cacteng.
The Hearing
In court Janet stated that she
told the psychic surgeon that she had a
The psychic
in her abdomen.
lump
a prayer and then
surgeon chanted
proceeded to massage the abdomen. Mrs
Kingsland held her hand on Janet's
head, making any movement impossible
and preventing her from observing the
operation.
Janet told the court she heard a
ripping sound and then a "pop". This
was followed by liquid flowing across
her abdomen and Cacteng said "I've cut
the roots."
An object was whisked past Janet's
head and there was a "swishing" sound
in a basin. At this point Mrs Kingsland
repeated "he's cut the roots." The two
defendants then reassured the patient
that with further treatment the lump
would disappear.
visit to the
Joe Rubinstein's
similarly
was
surgery"
"psychic
Joe's
but
court,
in
described
altercation with the defence counsel
more heated. In fact Joe was
was
by Mr Lopes in his final
awarded
submission for the defence the title of
of Skeptics" for his
Prince
"The
spirited presentation in the witness
stand.
The first dispute arose prior to
the description of his operation when
Joe was asked by Mr Lopes whether he
(Mr Lopes had noted
believed in God.
had made an affirmation
Joe
that
Joe
oath).
inste ad of taking the
stoutly objected to what he considered
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to be an invasion of his privacy but
the magistrate ruled he had to answer
Cacteng had
defendant
because the
recited a religious prayer
After the discussion of the lump
and the treatment (massage followed by
popping sound and flowing liquid) Joe
gave evidence that a piece of meat was
held in front of his eyes by the
psychic surgeon. Joe stated that it
looked most unpleasant and was brownish
in colour. He told counsel that no
knife or scalpel was produced during
this time.
Joe told the court the tissue, or
meat, was certainly not his flesh as he
would have had to be dead for s everal
days in order to produce tissu e of that
hue. Defence counse l Lopes asked Joe i f
he had ever seen human tissue and Joe
replied "Of course; during the war I
saw many people blown to pieces or
shoto" No further questions by the
defence on this subject.
Joe then related how the flesh was
thrown away and a little more massaging
followed. During the period he was on
the "operating trestle table" Joe said
Mrs Kingsland acted as a nurse. After
resuming his clothes (shirts had been
removed prior to the "operation") Joe
was instructed by Mrs Kingsland not · to
drink coffee or alcohol, and was given
a glass of milky liquid to drink.
suggested that another
It was
appointment be made immediately. After
this Joe's "friend" (Skeptic magician
Mike Wilton) was asked for $30 which he
tendered before they lefto
The tapes of both encounters were
handed after the operations to the
subsequently raided the
police who
Kingsland home and arrested Cacteng and
the Kingslands o
The Decision
The admission in the case by the
defendants, through their counsel, now
makes it indisputable and crystal clear
that the spiritualist promoters and the
Filipino "psychic surgeon" all know
that psychic surgery is fakery and involves a fraudo
The court held that because de
Silva and Rubinstein knew that "psychic
surgery" involved a fraud and had expected to receive fraudulent treatment
there was not criminal deception.
It would now appear that all promoters and "psychic surgeons" in Australia have to ensure that each and
every one of their patients are aware
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that psychic surgery by definition involves a fraud. This should be made
clear before accepting any monies by
fee or donation. Providing the paying
patient knows he or she is being deceived and the exact nature of the deception, the criminal offence of obtaining a final advantage by deception
is not being committed.

PSYCHIC SURGERY IN AUSTRALIA
b y Mark Plummer
The p sychic surg ery industry in
Au s tralia can be d i vid e d into t hr ee
mai n ar e as. The s e ar e ; e ncouraging Au s tralians to visit p s y chic surge ons in
the Philipp ines, sponsoring the visits
of Philippine psychic surgeons to Australia, and Australian resident psychic
surgeons.
Stories of psychic surgeons operating in the Philippines encouraged
Australians to visit the psychic surgeons, either as part of a visit to the
philippines or as a special visit. Many
of these visitors underwent psychic
surgery in the Philippines and brought
still photographs or
amateur
back
movies. Such films are very dramatic
but in those which have been closely
magicians,
examined by professional
such as James Randi, the deception and
sleight of hand has been observed in
every case.
Spiritualists and psychic groups
in Australia took a special interest in
these movies, and they were often shown
in spiritualist churches or at meetings
of psychic organizations. Some of these
films showed very sick people going to
the Philippines for psychic surgery.
(For a full report of two such film
and
nights see "the Skeptic" no.2
volume 2 no.4).
Later, fully organized tour groups
went to the Philippines. A Perth film
maker, Carmello Musca, made an excellent professional film of one of these
tours, titled "I am No God". The film
crew were able to capture some of the
deception which is, as Lopez puts it,
by def~nition part of psychic surgery.
The film was screened on Perth
t e levision where it was seen by a large
audience. Perth magician and skeptic
Danny Varne y later viewed the film for
th e first time at Musca's offices at
normal speed and he immediatel y recog-

•
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Skeptics show
psychic trickery
By JIM POLLARD

The practice of faith healing or psychic surgery was revealed
this we~k to be easily open to fraud and faking.
The Australian Skeptlcs organisation lifted
the cover off psychic
surgery with a public
display which surprised many eyewitnesses at Murdoch
University.
The crowd which turned up to see the "magic"
of psychic "doctors" were
shown tricks which were
said to have been used
to con thousands of dollars from unsuspecting
Australians.
The Australian Skeptics, an orga n i s a t i o n
which examines claims
o! paranormal phenomena, introduced a Dr
Barney Danitls.
Later in tne evening
the doctor was revealed
as a Perth magician,
Danny Barney.
Clips
were
shown
from a recent television
documentary on psychic
surgeons in the Philippines entitled "I Am No
God".
Then Dr Daniels did
his stuff.
A
young
woman from the audience lay on the table in
front or;··us and bared
her stomach, after telling the good doctor of

her mystery pain.
He kne1tded her stomach and shortly was
reaching inside her and
pulling out what we
thought was a malignant growth.
.I t was very convincing.
Dr Daniels wiped away
the blood and there was
no scar.
People from the audience were invited to inspect the blood. and the
growth, which had been
removed.
The president of the
Australia n Skeptics,
Mark Plummer. tilen
told the audience they
had _been tricked and
that Dr Daniels was a
magician.
He read out passages
from the official tran. script of the US Commission into psychic surgery held several years
ago.
Americans who went
to
the
Philippines
to seek the help of these
psychic surgeons in
some cases as a last hope
to cure their diseases had often died because
of the: long ·•joumey, we
heard.
Many lost thousands

of dollars and said later
they had no diagnosed
benefit
from
their
"treatment".
Mr Barney used a
fake
thumb full
of
blood.a conctaled handful of animal intestines
and the art of palming
and sleight-of-hand to
fool his audience.
He was given special
permission from the WA
Society of Magicians to
perform said later he
didn't like people being
used by magic,
"If I see people using
magic arts to rob people
then I think I should
speak out," Mr Barney
said.

Danny Barney, alias Dr Barney Daniels
works on bis patient.
'

Slow motion replays
of the television documentary showed the Filipino faith healers u.sed
the same trickery.
Plummer .said- after
the lecture the Skeptics.
who were founded two
years ago
by Sydney
electronics
millionli.ire
Dick Smith. wanted to
warn the public about
the psychic surgeons.

.nised crude misdirection. By
using
Musca's sophisticated video equipment
to freeze frames and examine sections
in slow motion, Varney was able to
identify and demonstrate other examples
of deception that Musca's film crew and
Perth ·-viewers, not trained magicians,
had missed.
The promotion of such tours in
America was banned by the American
Federal Trade Commission in 1975 which
found that psychic surgery had been
misrepresented as an actual surgical
operation by which diseased tissue is
removed from the body using only bare
hands. The report of the case (In the
Matter of Travel King et al 86 F.T.C.
715-776) describes the deception in
detail as well as relating confessions
of psychic surgeons.
The case also showed how harm can
be done to individuals who are unaware
that psychic surgery is pure fakeryo
The judgment revealed
how the
frustrations and hopes of the seriously
ill and of their families were exploit-

"Sunday Times" 16 Jan 83
- reproduced by permission.

ed. The representations had the tendency and capacity to induce the seriously
ill to forgo medical treatment, worsening their condition and in some cases
resulting in the death of a patient
The judgment reveals in detail the
confessions of psychic surgeons Donald
and Carol Wright as to the complete
fakery of psychic surgery
and the way
visitors to the Philippines were deceived.
Visits to the Philippines by Australians were followed by Australians
bringing Filipino Psychic surgeons out
to Australia. Several psychic surgeons
have come, some more than once, and
conducted psychic
surgery in every
mainland capital city and some rural
town·s.
At first their operations were
publicized openly, but since the Skeptics started campaigning on the issue
there has bee n
increasing secrecy
Patients have been sought mainly from
spiritualist and psychic groups and
screened before being operated on
From the fees charged such visits
0

0

0
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must have been highly profitable to the
Filipinos. None of these psychic surgeons came forward to try for Dick
Smith's offer of $100,000 or our subsequent offer of $20,000 for anyone who
could prove they had psychic powers which includes psychic surgery - under
controlled scientific conditions.
At the same time as the visits of
Filipino psychic surgeons to Australia
increased, the visits of Filipino psychic surgeons to America decreased.
Perhaps the arrest of three Filipino
psychic surgeons in California decreased their enthusiasm.
Now the wheel is turning a full
circle with Australian psychic surgeons
trying to persuade Americans to come
here for psychic surgery. There are
three Australian residents who perform
psychic surgery for donations or fees.
They are Ms. Chris Cole and David and
Helen Elizalde. Ms Chris Cole operates
from Suite 101, 29 Newlyn St, Bondi
Junction, New South Wales. Consultation
and treatment cost $45 for ten minutes.
To make an appointment telephone (02)
776384. Chris Cole went to the Philippines in 1975, where she met a local
psychic surgeon.
She married him, and for three
years acted as his assistant in Ba uio.
They were later divorced, but she still
visits the Philippines, and has also
made at least two trips to Japan connected with psychic surgery. Chris Cole
appeared on the ABC-TV series "Healer,
Quacks or Mystics" in 1983. Close study
by magicians of the film taken for the
series revealed her sleight of hand and
use of illusion.
Chris went to Darwin in 1984. The
"Darwin News" reported that she saw
three hundred clients during the brief
visit and charged fees of $55. The
Northern Territory police raided their
hotel room, and subsequent
forensic
tests found chicken blood on seized
items. The police stated that no further action was envisaged as no specific complaints had been lodged.
The other two resident Australian
psychic surgeons are David Elizalde.
who was born in the Philippines, and
his Australian wife Helen Elizalde nee
Morgante. They operate from 50 Allawan
Street, Surfers' Paradise, Queensland.
To make an appointment telephone (075)
398403. In 1980 they were involved in a
furore in England after an expose on a
BBC Nationwide programme. The programme
explained
how they
were
visiting
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England as guests of the United Kingdom
Spiritualists' National Union. There
they performed thousands of operations
at 10 pounds each. It was claimed that
they were making up to 7,000 pounds a
week.
The BBC film showed Helen Elizalde
creating the illusion of apparently
opening a patient's body and apparently
causing blood to pour out. Detailed
analysis of the film by magician James
Randi showed that the blood came from a
tiny balloon slipped to Helen Elizalde
by her husband. Blood from one of their
operations was analysed by experts at a
London hospital and found to be from a
pig. The Elizaldes travel around Australia, and patients are referred to
them
by
spiritualist and
psychic
groups.
The
spiritualist
and
psychic
groups perform a major role in promoting psychic surgery, and
magazines
aimed at individuals believing in the
paranormal carry flattering stories.
These articles come complete with photographs of the illusions created by
psychic surgeons, personal descriptions
of the "miracle", personal testimonies
and comments that indicate the ignorance of the writer as to sleight of
hand techniques and the methods of magicians. Examples are;
"Both
healers wore
short-sleeved
shirts making it impossible to have
concealed anything up
a sleeve."
(Cosmos Dec. 1980)
"It was an extraordinary experience
watching her work on someone else and
see clearly how real her work is,
there is no room for any "funny business", pig's blood, and anything else
some skeptics may accuse." (Maggies
Farm Winter 1984)
To overcome this ignorance and to
persuade those people who still believe, despite the admissions by psychic surgeons, the Australian Skeptics
make the following offers;
$20,000 to any psychic surgeon who
can
prove his or her psychic diagnostic powers and/or ability to enter
a body with bare hands, remove diseased tissue and or disease causing
tissue and close the opening without
normal surgical procedures under controlled double-blind scientific conditions in the presence of skilled
sleight of hand magicians and video
cameras.

*

* We

will conduct psychic surgery free
on any person who can prove they have
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undergone psychic surgery then show
that person the sleight of ha~d techniques and methods of creating the
illusions.

*

*
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# Costs are to be borne by the organisation or individual taking up the
offer.

We will demonstrate the methods, procedures,apparatus and paraphernalia
used by psychic surgery at meetings
of recognised spiritualist or psychic
organizations. We will also present
films of psychic surgeons and using
freeze frame and slow motion reveal
the methods used.
We will teach competent and recognised magician the technique of psychic
surgery on the condition that they do
not perform psychic surgery for any
fee or reward.

we await the acceptance of these
offers as we believe it is in the public interest that believers in psychic
surgery have full access to skeptics'
knowl e dge on psychic surgery, to avoid
the risks of believers having ailments
wrongly diagnosed and subject to the
sleight of hand of psy chic surgeons as
a substitute for proper medical care.

Announcing
1985 CSICOP International Conference
Friday and Saturday
June 28 and 29, 1985
at

University College
London, England
Among the topics to be discussed will be ESP and
Parapsychology, Paranormal Health Claims, UFOs,
Astrology, Psychic Detectives, the Loch Ness
Monster, and others.
Tentatively, the speakers will be James Alcock,
Ronald Binns, Jeremy Cherfas, Bernard Dixon, Ken
Frazier, C. E. M. Hansel, Melvin Harris, Ray Hyman,
Philip J . Klass, Paul Kurtz, Graham Massey, James
Randi, Ian Ridpath, Karl Sabbagh, and Christopher
Scott, among others.
Sponsored by the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal (CSICOP) in cooperation
with the UnitedXingdom branch of CSICOP.
A program, together with a registration form will be
sent upon request.
Attendance by preregistration only. For further details,
in North America contact Mary Rose Hays, CSICOP, P.O .
Box 229, Central Park Station, Buffalo, NY 14215 (716834-3222) . Outside of North Ameri ca, contact Michael
Hutchinson, 10 Crescent View, Laughton, Essex, England
1G10 4P2.
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IMPRESSIONS OF CSICOP's SECOND CONVENTION
by Mark Plummer
Thanks to the generosity of patron
Dick Smith in paying my return airfare
to the United States I was able to attend CSICOP's second convention.
Assistance with accommodation and
transportation was also provided by Bay
Steiner in San
area Skeptics' Bob
Francisco, Northwest Skeptics• Michael
Dennett in Seattle and John Merrell in
provided two
Portland. CSICOP also
nights accommodation at the convention.
My thanks go to all of them for their
assistance.
The convention was held in a large
lecture theatre at stanford University,
south of San Francisco. The Australian
Skeptics presented a display of our activities in the foyer including enlarged copies of "the Skeptic", press clippings and illustrated details of the
visits of Bob Steiner and James Randi
to Australia.
created a great deal
our display
of interest and many of those attending
the convention quizzed me on our activities. They were impressed by the media
coverage we have had and its favourable
nature.
The convention sessions were divided into three areas; Space Age Paranormal Claims, The Psychic Arms Race
and Psychic Claims. Each session had a
moderator, five to six speakers and a
question and discussion period. The
full account of each session as reported by the hosts (the Bay Area Skeptics)
is being reprinted in "the Skeptic".
The impression given by the speakers was that CSICOP has many highly
qualified and talented supporters who
are able to give erudite accounts of
their research.
The size of the audience - about
500 - showed how keen public interest
is in CSICOP. The audience was mostly
skeptical young professionals, with a
few believers present. Even one of
California's famous "kooks" was present
and he button-holed anyone who would
listen with his claim that he had
secret information as to the Soviet's
progress in psychic powers and that unless his information was acted upon
America was in immediate danger.
The convention gave me the opportunity to meet the leading lights of
CSICOP with whom I had been corresponding or whose works I had read. Unfortunately it was the first chance most

of the audience had of meeting these
people and they were all constantly
surrounded by other skeptics. Randi was
virtually mobbed like a pop star at
every opportunity and many spoons mysteriously bent.
I discussed with various leading
CSICOP people the possibility of a
journey "down under" but found the
major difficulty not merely the cost,
but the problem of getting enough time
off work to make the journey. American
working conditions are quite backward
compared to Australian. I had more
chance of convincing some Americans of
the existence of the Bermuda Triangle
the fact that all Australian
than
four weeks annual
workers received
leave.
Despite these problems I am hopeful of us having another guest speaker
from the US within the next couple of
years.
I was able to discuss with other
skeptics different approaches in investigating claims of the paranormal
and gained a few ideas that we could
put into practice.
of some
the approach
Perhaps
American skeptics is a little too earnest and they need someone like Phillip
Adams with his effective satire and
humour.
I also wonder if some of the local
Skeptical groups were too much the
crusaders, instead of participating in
objective investigations. This is a
charge that has been levelled against
us at times and there does seem to be a
divergence between the objectivity of
most of the CSICOP contributors to
"Skeptical Inquirer" and the approach
of some of the Australian skeptics.
CSICOP's Executive Council has decided, with the concurrence of the
local groups in America, that the local
groups will be autonomous. This does
not affect the Australian Skeptics and
we remain the Australian Section of
CSICOP.

national
There are now eleven
sections of CSICOP and I was pleased to
meet, for the first time, the head of
the Canadian section, Professor Jim
Alcock, who had been most helpful in
that
claims
the
researching
car was
water-powered
Queensland's
being developed in Canada. I also met
the head of the Mexican section, Mario

•
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Mendez-Acosta, and the head of the
English section, Michael Hutchinson.
Michael was able to present me with a
package of well researched material on
a well-known English psychic who has
visited Australia. Should this person
come again we are now well-armed to
present the media with the results of
Michael's thorough investigation.
There was a great deal of informal
discussion at the convention into the
need for a central registry of information
on
the
world's
jet-setting
psychics. I stressed our need for such
information as we are a very profitable
stop-over for these psychics. often the
first we know of a visit is when the
psychic gives a media conference on
arrival.

CSICOP CONFERENCE
Skeptics Gather at Stanford
Publicity, Worldwide Audience for Event
SKEPTICS OF PARANORMAL claims gathered from
around the world at Stanford University in Palo Alto,
California in November to attend the Second International Conference of the Committee for Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal (CSICOP). The
two-day event began with a press conterence that
generated a great deal of publicity for skeptic positions
on the issues, and included speeches by mor figures in
the fight against supersition and unreaon.
Over 500 people attended, most of them subscribers to
CSICOP's quarterly journal, The Skeptical Inquirer, and
over 100 of them subscribers to BASIS. In addition to the
large turnout from Northern California, there were people who traveled from all over the United States and
from at least six other countries (Canada, Mexico,
Australia, the United Lingdom, belgium, and France) to
attend.
. CSICOP Fellows held a press conference on F1iday,
November 9th to announce the conference, and the
result was stories in most Northern California
newspapers as well as an Associated Press wire storv
that told readers of the scientists gathered at Stanford
debunk unsubstantiated superstitions such as astrology,
UFO abductions and ancient astronauts, to warn against
pseudoscience, and to present the serious reservations of
the scientific community to claims of the paranormal.
Holding the press conference were The Amazing Randi,
noted magician and world- traveling psychic investigator; Paul Kurtz, philosopher, founder and chair of
CSICOP; Phil Klass, Aviation Week senior editor and
leading UFO skeptic; Andrew Fraknoi, astronomer and
noted opponent of astrology; and Ray Hyman,
psychologist, an expert on the subject of belief in
pseudoscience.

to

The Local Chapter Phenomena - Friday afternoon
was devoted to a workshop a topic of recent and unexpected interest: the spectacular rise in the number of
local "chapters" ofCSICOP. Although none are officially
connected to the national organization, these local
groups, each committed to the same ends as CSICOP,
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I was also able to gain impressions
as
to
the directions other
skeptics feel we should be taking and
the issues we should be tackling. It
appears Paranormal health issues will
assume more importance in the future.
Making these contacts with other
CSICOP people will be valuable for the
Australian Skeptics.
overall I was impressed with the
strength and vitality of CSICOP and
proud
to be
part
of its second
convention.
Many of the concepts of CSICOP's
conventions will be embodied in our
first national convention and I feel
sure it will be as exciting and stimulating
as
CSICOP's
first
two
conventions.

have burst on the scene as vigorous, powerful voices for
reason against the tide of pseudoscience. Following the
founding of Bay Area Skeptics, the first of the local
chapters, groups have sprung up around the country:
the workshop included representatives from formal and
informal groups in Cleveland (South Shore Skeptics),
Washington-Oregon (Northwest Skeptics), Colorado,
Tucson, Arizona, New York City (New York Committee
to Oppose Pseudoscience), Sacramento (branch of BAS),
Wisconsin, England, Australia, Mexico City, and
Belgium. "We never guessed when you started Bay Area
Skeptics that these local chapters would spring up like
this!" CSICOP's Phil Klass said , and The Amazing Randi
told the workshop attendees, "We can't begin to cover it
all [at national] alone; you people are a valuable
resource." The synergy is incredible: the local groups
benefit from publicity in The Skeptical Inquirer and
CSICOP gains support and subscribers from the activities
of the local groups, who also monitor local psychic activities and bring important information to the attention
of the national group.
Many of the 60 workshop attendees were interested in
forming local chapters of their own , including visitors
fr?m Kansas City, ~ashington, D. C. , Baltimore, San
Diego, Los Angeles and Riverside, California.
Two particularly interesting suggestions came from
that meeting. First was the remark that consumer
groups ostensibly looking for ways to protect consumers
should _be alerted and prodded by local skeptical groups
to get involved in warning the public of pseudoscience
frauds. The second, by Terence Sandbek of Sacramento
Skeptics, was an offer to local police departments to help
set up competency testing for psychics , especially useful
in ~ie~ of_ t~eir insistence on helping the police with
their mqumes. (Sandbek 's group is particularly interested in convincing police departments that the local
skeptics group is a resource when it comes to claims of
the paranormal.)

Din~er Honors Sidney Hook - Friday evening, the
opening banquet ac Hyatt Rickeys Hotel featured introductory remarks by CSICOP Chair and founder Paul
Kurtz, who is Professor of Philosophy at the State
University of New York at Buffalo. Sidney Hook, Professor Emeritus of Philosophy at New York University,
was presented with an award by CSICOP for his lifelong
fight to make heard the voice of reason in an unreasoning
world.

the SKEPTIC

THE CSICOP CONFERENCE
PART TWO:
MORNING SESSIONS
The first session, Saturday morning, was titled SpaceAge Paranormal Claims, moderated by Bay Area
Robert Sheaffer, author of The UFO Verdict, who set
the theme by posing the question, ''ls scientific neglect
of UFO claims well-deserved?''. First speaker, on the
. topic Ancie nt Astmnaut,s, was Dr. Roger Culver, Professor of Physics at Colorado University and co-author of
Tiu., Gemini Syndrcmw, a book on this topic. Culver
mentioned thP kinds of supposedly mysterious evidence
proposed for the idea that we were visited by people
from another planet in our ancient history. The statues
on Easter Island are mystifying only to someone who
refuses to examine the lite rature: their history ,
architects and purposes are in fact quite well
understood. The pyramids of Egypt are so popular in this
area of pseudo-science that self-proclaimed Bay Area
psychic Sylvia Brown says the government guides at the
pyramids these days an• telling gullible tourists about the
visitors from ourer space - denigrating their own history
in the process. But the ancient pyramids would have
lieen an abrupt occurrence had their technology been
introduced by outsiders; whereas the evolution of the
great pyramids from burial mounds , through stepped,
ruined and bent pyramids, is readily visible to any
tourist who'd stop to think what that evolution means.
In sum. Culver proposes three difficulties with the proposal that we were visited by ancient. astronauts as the
explanation for our great ancient engineering projects.
First., it is not the simplest explanation, and indeed must
overlook. ignort> or explain away an enormous amount
of contrary evidence. Secondly, there is nothing essentially inexpticable in any of the ancient engineering feats:
no unknown metals, no artifacts clearly too sophisticated
for their times-. AnEl-fim:rlly , the ancient astronauts proposal aris~s at its base out of a refusal to believe in the
possipilities of human achievement.
Andrew :P.ndlaoi. BAS board member and Director
of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, spoke on
Astrology &,-examined, one of his most eloquent topics.
He polled the audience first to determine its makeup.
The majority of the audience of 500 were not , it seems,
from Northern California, and only about one-quarter
were BASIS subscribers. suggesting a highly successful
joh of publicitv and that an interest in healthy skepticism
is not confined to our immediate area. There were about
25 grade school and high school teachers in the
audience, another 50 college science or research
teachers. and 25 orher teachers; about a dozen students.
five librarians. and a dozen writers in the audience.
·
And:v began hy asking why the astrological charts
devised prior to the discovery of Uranus, Neptune and
Pluto were not wrong. Or if ast.rolog_y is able to measure
the subtle impact of planets and stars on human
behavior, how come astrologers didn 't long ago detect
the presence of still-undiscovered planetary bodies
impactir1g their work? We should remain openminderl,,
said Fraknoi, but not so openminded that ir comes out
the other side.

Astrology is one area that has been subjected to
thorough and elaborate scientific tests. Studies of 2000
marriages and 400 divorces failed to supporr claims of
the influence of astrological compmibiliry on romance;
charts of Marines who re-enlisted showed no tendencies
toward any particular signs; nor were an.•;- trends in
astrological signs discoverable in a study of 10.000 career
choices by universi1.y graduates. The French scientist
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Gaugelin (who was, by the way , present at the conference) studied 52 ,000 leaders and could find no pattern . He obtained horoscopes for 10 of the worst
criminals in French history, and the astrologers produced charts that gave no hint of the careers of these
fiends. He studied 3,011 predictions of such famous seers
as Jeane Dixon and Carol Richter and found none more
than 10 pe rcent right in any batch of 10 predictions.
So why is astrology so widely accepted? Another study
by Gaugelin might give some insight. He took lhe
horoscope prepared about a French mass murderer and
sent it to people, telling them it was an individuaYy
preparcct horoscope; 94 % said they recognized
themseh·c•s in the predictions.

J. Allen Hynek, a supporter of UFO claims, spoke
next on Tlw Status qf UFO Research , and minimized his
di.fTcrmces with the skeptics, saying he supports
CSICOP"s effort s to weed out pseudo-sciences. Hynek,
professor ('Jlle ritus of astronomy at Northwestern
Uniwrsily. claimed there was ··semantic confusion"
regarding his stand on UFOs . He claimed those without
the tim e to n'vi<'w th e vast lite rature on UFOs couldn 't
appreciate the phe nomena . He then mentioned scientific
revolutions such as Einstein 's over Newton , and heavier
. than air flight. deemed impossible even as it was taking
place . He likened th<· reaction of people to UFOs to the
reaction of George Washington to being visited by a
helicopter: those around him would call it impossible.
He says he believes in the UFO phenomenon because
of the persistence of reports , and because he has reports
from '·sane, responsible, technically competent
observers." His present point of research is "commonalities." He says he is studying, not UFOs, but UFO
reports , in the manner of a mathematician, studying the
properties of the phenomenon , and is much impressed
by the commonalities he found, which he has subjected
to elaborate computer analysis. By commonalities, he
means the fact that there is a great deal of similarity in
UFO reports; rarely are they reported as being firey
dragons, or having wings and wheels. He says he
checked 400 reports selected as to their not having been
explained (ye t) and having multiple independent
witnesses (not further described), and found 200 ''commonalities," by. which he appears to mean multiple occurrences in the descriptions of any given descriptive
element; for example , he found several reports each for
the following descriptive elements: windows , cigar
shape, saucer shape, luminous, metallic, searchlight,
lase r-type light. mist or haze , floodlight , blinding light,
yellow or red-orange lights, anomalous acceleration ,
hovering. sudden stop. vertical ascent , silence , observed
dri\·ing on lonely road. in aircraft, other activity ; and
miscellaneous other incidents, such as losing consciousness, skin burns, lost time, temperature change,
animal disturbance, vehicle interferences, ground rings ,
vegetation injury, police involvement, etc. For example,
46 '.k, of his studied reports involved a description of the
UFO(s) hove ring , and 46 % said they were silent. Hynek
then said 25'.!(, of the descriptions involved unrelated
witnesses in geographically separated locations, which
seems to clash with his earlier statement that all the
reports involved multiple witnesses. It was also unclear
whether he had studied the consistency of the re ports of
t.he multiple witnesses (in view of one's experience with
the UFO field , not an obvious question).
Hynek in essence challenged psychologists to provide
mechanism that can induce a bizarre mental construct to
several independe nt witnesses. This is a peculiar statement , since examples of such false perceptions are a
commonplace.
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Speakers at the conference included (left and right)
"Skeptical Inquirer" Editor Kendrick Frazier and CSICOP Chairman Paul Kurtz.
In return, Phil Klass, senior edior at Aviation Week
and Space Technology Magazine in Washington, D.C.,
and author of such books as UFO's: The Public Deceived,
mocked the insistence of UFO buffs to view IFOs (identified flying objects, or solved UFOs) and UFOs (stillunidentified flying objects, or True-FOs as he dubbed
them) as separate phenomena to be considered separately, when in fact the mere existence of UFOs that turn
into IFOs calls into question the entire conception of
UFOs as non-mundane events.
Klass asked why after thirty years of UFO reports
there are no more solid facts to go on than there were in
1947. Is Murphy's Law not a universal constant? The
visitors from outer space have managed to avoid all
photographs (except fakes) and all plane crashes (except
those successfully concealed by the Pentagon)? Indeed,
said Klass, UFO believers are beginning to abandon the
ET thesis as an explanation for UFOs and are turning to
more exotic ideas like interseting universes and psychic
evnets. In some cases, tyey are turning to more prosaic
ideas, as in the case of CUFOS investigator Allen Hendry,
who studied 1300 claims in 15 months, then wrote a
book about his results. He had started out as an
enthusiast, but found he was able to explain 91 % of
sightings he investigated - spending an average of only
two hours per case. Most of the remaining unexplained
cases, he said, probably also have explanations. He only
considered half of a percent of all cases as "strong
sightings.

COMMITTEE NEWS
We have appointed Dr Stewart Nicol
of the Physiology Department of the
University of Tasmania our Tasmanian
representative.
\Je now have a branch or representative in every state and the ACT. We
are still seeking a Northern Territory
representative.
Committee member Dr John Lattanzio
has moved to Canada for the next two
years to take up a post-doctoral fellow
at the University of Toronto. He wish
him well in this position. John will be
handling our North American interests
while in Canada.

Klass called upon investigators in the UFO field to
finally admit that, after thirty years of intensive
research a reasonable and sensible conclusion about the
probable source of UFO sightings can be make, and suggested a national science panel be convened to make a
pronouncement on whether further study was justified.
Next issue we continue with part three in our series
of reports on the CSICOP conference, covering the afternoon sessions, on the topic of the Psychic Arms Race.
Ray Hyman tells his conclusions after actually reading
"the literature" on parapsychology. Martin Ebon, author
of The Psychic Arms Race, amuses the audience with
takes of how the Russians stumbled into psychic research
due to a French hoax. Leon Jaroff, Managing editor of
Discover magazine, talks of the treatment of psychic
arms race claims by the media.
In a later article, we'll cover the evening session, titled
Psychic Claims, with Dr. Wallace Sampson talking of
canver cures. Bob Steiner and Mark Plummer regaling
the audience with Tales of Turbot Down Under,
astronomer Steve Shore and James Randi telling of the
case of the Columbia poltergeist, Dr. William Roll denying that he is as gullible as Randi claims in the Columbia
poltergeist case and renowned statistician Perci
Diaconis explaining the real roots of coincidence with the
Poisson Fish Process, and suggesting a Rational Theory
of Coincidence and its basis in the " hidden connection, "
the human mind. - "BASIS, Newsletter of the Bay Area
Skeptics," Box 2384, Martinez, CA 94553

Committee member
Leslie Vick has
returned from a year overseas. Committee member Dr Alan Christophers is
shortly to visit the CSICOP headquarters in Buffalo, New York.
Sydney committee
member
.Mel
Dickson is travelling to San Francisco
in April and will reside with Bob
Steiner, Chairperson of the Bay Area
Skeptics. This will strengthen the ties
between the Australian Skeptics and
sister
organisation
the
Bay
Area
Skeptics.
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CREATIONISTS CHALLENGED AT CONFERENCE
by Ian Bryce
the
on
took
Skeptics
The
Creationists at their own Melbourne
Conference, and gave them a roasting
they will remember for a long time.
The Creation Science Foundation,
based in Brisbane, is founded on a belief that "what the bible says in the
book of Genesis is literally true and
authoritative and is fundamental to
Christianity". It is rer:iorted to be the
biggest such organisation outside the
United States.
The aim of their tours around
Australia is to reinforce faith in the
Bible among churchgoers. They also want
Adam and Eve taught to cur children instead of biology and evolution.
Hhen the Creationists announced
their "Spectacular 1985 Summer Institute" to be held in Melbourne from 7 to
12 January, the Skeptics were interestto represent
ed. Since they claim
to it! We
them
hold
would
science, we
thinkof
kind
what
also hoped to learn
in
believe
ing can drive people to
Neanderthal
Noah's Flood instead of
Man.
We were not surprised to find a
macabre mixture of pretend-science and
fundamentalist
fire-and-brimst one
preaching. What we did not expect was
to the contemporary
their reaction
social scene-a vitriolic blast condemnabortion
ing in-vitro fertilization,
and modern dress.
the
Gerrand represented
Ja.~es
Skeptics on the first day, resulting in
an excellent report on Page 2 of "The
Age" on 8 January by Alan Attwood. I
and other Skeptics held up the flag on
I do not think the Creatother days.
ionists will quickly forget us.
The Creationist Lectures
The star guest speaker was Dr.
Gary Parker from the Creation Research
Institute in San Diego. Although his
creation lectures are in geology and
paleontology, we find that his qualification is a Doctorate of Education, and
his thesis was on methods of teaching
biology (programmed vs conventional instruction). It was granted by Ball
used to be a
State University which
teachers college.

One of his eight anti-evolution
lectures describes geological strata
and fossils visible in the walls of the
Grand Canyon. He claimed that these
show rapid laying down, and cutting of
the canyon in a day or two-by Noah's
Flood. The fossils show "death, disease
and disorder" due to mankind's original
sin, he concluded, and the history of
mankind could be summarised by "creatand
catastrophy
corruption,
ion,
Christ".
speaker was Dr.
Another major
archeol"world-famous
Clifford Wilson,
Monash
at
lecturer
ogist", and past
that
revealed
University. our enquiries
ics
psycholinguist
in
his doctorate was
skills,
linguistic
of
- the measurement
and their correlation with IQ and other
measures of ability. When I asked h.ir.l
for details of his clained paleontology
extremely
he became
qualifications
rude.
His lecture describes the unearthing of hu.~an and dinosaur footprints
together at Paluxy River in Texas, disproving evolutionists claL~s that dinosaurs predated man by 65 million years.
His accompanying photographs were very
ambiguous, with highlighting of the depressions in the limestone by vaseline
and water. Casts of the footprints were
even on sale to the audience for $15.
omitted to mention
Dr. Wilson
scientific articles examining the Creationists excavations at Paluxy, including one which found "dinosaur tracks,
erosion marks and midnight chisel work,
but no human footprints".
Speed of Light Theory
But the most sustained pretence at
scientific research was by South Australian Barry Setterfield. In US creationist literature he calls himself a
scientist, but our enquiries reveal that
he has no professional qualifications
or experience whatsoever. While scientists say his theories are "totally rejected outside Creationist circles", he
misquotes them, indicating they support
him.
His series of lectures claimed to
light was much
show the speed of
higher in the past. This explains why
we can see distant galaxies billions of
light-years away, even though they did

.
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not exist until creation in 4000 BC.
This is obviously a constant thorn in
the side of Creationists, and Setterfield's theories have been hailed as a
way out of their dilemma.
Setterfield's
studied
have
I
well prepared
was
and
detail
papers in
Lattanzio)
John
Dr.
(along with Skeptic
with pamphlets describing the bogus
science used, including falsifyin s data
when it does not support the theory.
Other scientists, including Professor
Edward Fackerall and Dr. Ken Smith,
also detected many errors in
have
Setterfield's "monograph", and a detailed critique will be published in a
future Skeptic.
Our interjections and horse-laughs
persuaded the organisers to promise a
question time at the end if we would
remain silent until then. This they
came sorely to regret. Although we were
allowed only one question each, we manembarrassed
Setterfield's
ipulated
answers to lead on to expose many other
In
and inconsistencies.
deceptions
total the Skeptics held the microphone
for about 20 minutes and, I believe,
credibility
Setterfield's
destroyed
with most of the audience. Vigorous informal debate followed the lecture.
In the evening Setterfield presented a layman's version of his paper.
There was trouble with the room lighting, and while the room was dimmed for
slides he resorted to using a torch to
illuminate his notes. I could not resist interjecting "I hope the light
doesn't slow down before the end of the
lecture".
Following the Setterfield disaster, the organisers held no further sessions in front of the full audience.
Thus the only way we could counter
bogus claims in later lectures was to
interject loudly. Even once per lecture
would let the audience know that the
speakers glib and polished presentation
was not universally accepted.
How did the organisers react? I
soon found out. When I entered the hall
on one occasion, two of them quietly
followed me and sat in the row behind
me without a word.Snookered.
Another lecture by Setterfield was
titled "Was an asteroid instrumental in
Noah's Flood?" Based on the work of the
late George Dodwell, Government Astronomer for South Australia, in this idea
an asteroid impact is supposed to have
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tilted the earth's axis of rotation 17
degrees. Questions by Dr Joe Monaghan
University revealed that
of Monash
Setterfield had not carried out the
the scientists
basic calculations
present felt that to carry sufficient
momentum, the asteroid (travelling at a
typical 30 km/sec.) would dissipate too
much energy. Setterfield admitted his
model was only preliminary, but Joe
said it was fatally flawed.
lecturers, including Ken
Other
Ham, Dr. John Leslie and Dr. John
Osgood, attacked evolution, supposedly
revealing rna.ny deficiencies and errors.
Further geological evidence in support
of Noah's Flood was presented by John
MacKay and Dr. Andrew Snelling.
Several speakers attemp ted to explain away the many inconsistencies in
Genesis and the bible, blaming Satan
for distracting us from God's blueprint. Matters addressed included such
profound questions as the following:
How did Adam name the animals in one
day?
on the
How did Noah fit the animals
ark?
Where did Cain get his wife?
In most areas the Creationists unquestioningly accepted the credentials
and presentations of the speakers. The
"New Life"
publication
evangelical
reported "Every lecturer was
later
highly qualified in the relevant area
of expertise" and referred to their
scholastic
authentic
"profoundly
achievement". The Skeptics are asking
the journal for a retraction of such
claims.
Unofficial Debates
The Skeptics' representative gemerally became known to the audience,
and after a lecture we ofetb become
surrounded by a group of Creationists.
Some genuinely wanted to debate the
facts, and I tried out a variety of arguments, with varying success. Description of the Scientific method, and how
the lecturers had departed from it,
proved quite fruitful. About a dozen
people left their names and addresses
for further Skeptical Material.
Other Creationists complained that
people are indoctrinated with evolutionary propaganda all the time, and a
week of intense instruction to the contrary would do them no harm.
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Mr Barry Setterfiel<l

One of the Skeptics' trump cards
was a handout describing dendrochronology - the science of matching patterns
in old timber and trees, and counting
the rings (one is grown per year). This
dating method has recently been extended to 8200 years, thus disproving the
6000 year-old universe contention, regardless of any claimed light speed
variation or radioactive dating deficiencies. Cornered Creationists suggested that perhaps the trees grew two
rings per year!
I often asked "'Why do you believe
so strongly in Creationism?" Most reported a religious experience, a personal divine revelation, either on one
occasion or spread over some years.
When I indicated that this claim was
also typical of those believing in
ghosts or fairies this was not well received. My suggestion that concussion,
hypnosis, delusion, dreams, drugs etc.
can also cause
unusual mental experiences obtained a better response.
Hhen pressed, many members of the
audience admitted to having an overpowering will to believe, which was not
subject to testing. One Creationist regarded belief in God as the ""safest
bet": if there was no god, but he believed there was, this was less of a
disaster than his not believing in god,
if there was one. He even advised me to
do the same.
The lecturers and the Creation
Science Foundation Councillors sometimes joined in the debate, but they
adopted
a
much
more
a1gressive
approach, in order to defend the faith
in front of their followers. Director
Ken Ham insisted "Scientists know nothing for certain, it's all subject to
later change, while we Creationists
refer to God, whose divine revelation
proves it for us". I replied that
Newton's laws of motion had been verified by every science student, and had
navigated men to the moon and back.
Relativity extended the range to very
high velocities. Ken then stated that
there was in fact an alternative theory
of the solar system (more complex admittedly) with the earth at the centre,
and in which the same laws of navigation would work. I should have asked him
what shape
the earth was in this
theory.
One hostile official resented the
very presence of disbelievers, claiming

Dr Gary Parker
that the conference was a private religious sermon. There were however some
thousands of books for sale around hL~,
intended to convince Australia's children that the universe was created 6000
years ago. When we pointed out that it
was run by a group calling itself the
Creation
Science
Foundation,
its
aims included showing that "the many
scientific evidences around the world
support the Biblical crea ti_o n" , he wa s
not impressed.
One man tried to convince us that
if we replaced certain key letters in
the bible with numbers, a message proving the bible's authenticity could be
spelt out. When someone doubted the
validity of numerology, he replied that
nis "numerics" are to numerology as
astronomy is to astrology! This lead to
the creationists debating among themselves the virtues of astrology.
our attempts to place Skeptical
pamphlets on seats prior to lectures
were objected to by the organisers, although many of the audience received
them enthusiastically. "How would you
like it if we distributed Creationist
brochures at a
scientific lecture?" We replied that we
wouldn't mind. Science relies on free
dissemination
of information unlike
creationism, and that when scientifically examined their claims would be
given the attention they deserve.
I put it to several Councillors
that most religious groups were gradually accepting the scientific facts of
the age of the universe and the origin
of man. Their reply can you believe

.
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was: "We regard them as FRINGE
CHRISTIANS"!
Thanks are due to many Skeptics,
academics and others who provided information on the lecturers, comments on
their previous publications, Skeptical
articles, and other assistance. They
include Dr Ken Smith, Dr Tony Wheeler,
Dr Michael Hough, Brian Waters, Chris
Bell, Dr Leo Brewin, and those previously mentioned. Articles or pamphlets
supporting most of the above claims are
available by sending (S.S.A.E.) to the
Skeptics.

I
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ANOTHER SIX DAY CREATION
by James Gerrand

A Covert Operation
When our National Chairman Mark
Plummer learnt through receipt of a
glossy
brochure that
the Creation
Science Foundation was to hold a six
day conference in Melbourne in January
on "Creation: The Facts of Life" a subcommittee consisting
of Mark,
Ian
Bryce, Peter Hogan, John Lattanzio and
myself was quickly formed. It was decided to issue a Media Release prior to
the Conference and prepare some eight
pamphlets dealing with the more important topics being covered at the forty
sessions. John was able to bring in
some friends from Monash to contribute
to some of the pamphlets. These pamphlets would be distributed on separate
days by Skeptic members attending.
Our first surprise was that there
was no advertisement or other public
notification of this attempt to create
a new world of creation science in
Melbourne. The Foundation which
is
Queensland based evidently decided it
was to be a covert operation with supporters sought through their church and
school affiliations. It was to be held
at the prestigious Methodist Ladies
College but the school administration
knew nothing about the Foundation's arrangements.
Nor did the school chaplain. Rev I Higgins, who had written a
Letter published in the "National Times"
some time previous critical of creation
science.
Our media release did result in
the attendance of the Melbourne AGE
News Diary columnist, Alan Attwood, on

"She does only conservatives and fundamentalist Christians.'

the first day of the creation. His
critical report and reference to my
Skeptical opposition (see box) was the
form of publicity the organisers did
not want.
Creationists' Press Runs Hot
My next surprise on attending the
opening two sessions of the first day
was to find so much creation science
literature on sale. There were eight
tables in the foyer laden with books
covering many facets of this pseudoscience, and addressed to various agegroups. Creationism for the Kids, etc.
type of approach. At each of the four
sessions I attended these publications
were vigorously promoted - buy a bundle
for $50 type of line. Most of the publications came from the USA though the
The Creation Science Foundation claimed
that it was Queensland based and had
been started by two ex-teachers, Ken
Ham and John Mackay.
But No QUestions Please
Not so surprising after listening
to the first speaker, Ken Ham, was that
the organisers would not allow any public questioning. Adherents to their
fundamentalist Christian belief were
required to accept all that their leaders said: any contrary views came from
Satan. So no questions, at least publicly. Yet the leaders were prepared to
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In the beginning
WHILE attending a creation science
seminar yesterday afternoon we felt
very like supporter of the visiting team
In the middle of Collingwood member.;' stand. The difference is that even
an opposition supporter understands the
game Collingwood Is playing. We had
,gone along hoping to discover something
about creation science, an evangelical
movement aavocatlng a literal interpretation or the Book of Genesis. Instead,
what we got was a tirade against homosexuality, abortion, Eastern religions,
the ''.lukewarm" church, and contemporary fashion.
According to Kea Ham, the director of
ministry for the Creation Science Foundation, all those things are symptoms of
a disintegration of society caused by an
acceptance of the theory of evolution. On
the subject of fashion, for example, he is
shocked that some people dress according to the fashions of the day. The original purpose of clothlng, he says, was for
coverage and to avert lust In men, sinful
creatures that they are. At the seminar,
Mr Ham looked commendably unfashionable In grey trousers, a striped blue
and grey tie, and a blue and grey
cardigan.
The Creation Science Foundation Ltd,
an organisation based In Sunnybank,
Brisbane, was started In late 1977 and
now bas a full-time staff of 16. Every
year it conducts week-long seminars.
This year, for the first time, the seminar
ls being held In Melbourne, at the Methodist Ladles College, Kew. Billed as "Creation: The Facts of Life" (in ''six
action- packed days"), It started yesterday. Topics to be covered Include "Has
the speed of light decayed?", "You, me
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on the Genesis family". An extensive
range of videos, tapes, booklets and Tshirts Is also available, at marked prices.
Mr Ham, who spoke on 'Wby creation
science, anyway?' adopted an urgent
tone as he said: "You know, Satan is
catching Christians on the hop in
Australia and if we don't get in there
and fight it now it will be harder In the
future . . . As creation scientists we are
In a strategic front-line position in the
battle today." The battle, from what we
can gather, ili to ~ r t the biblical view
of creation, M set out In Genesis, as the
only correct one. Mr Ham's message was
well received by bis audience of about
150 people: mostly middle-aged,
although there were several family
groups. Two rows behind us was a family
of seven young children. The rather
sported unfashionable sideburns.
But there was one dissenting voice In
the audience. It belonged to James
Gerrand, a past president of the Humanist Society of Victoria and secretary
of the Australian Skeptlcs. He angered
the organisers of the seminar by handing
out pamphlets, one headed 'Creation Science? - Bogus Science!' which stated

be questioned privately and even seemed
to welcome debate. I concluded that
this eagerness was to hone their debating skills, to know on what particular
grounds they were being criticised so
that they could go away and work out
how best they could answer such criticism next time.
Of course a skeptic did not get
very far in such arguments: as everything is possible in the supernatural
it is easy to conjure up any hypothesis, however outlandish, to account for
any fundamentalist belief. Also I realised one would have to be well prepared
for any public debate as they could
throw in some odd argument, to which,
if you were not an expert in the particular field, you might not have the
appropriate counter. For
example a
speaker claimed that measuring time by
tree-rings was not sound because treerings were not annual but were dependent on moisture and nutriment existing
at any time. Unless you were a botanist
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chaos

that "science does not support creationism" and concluded "creationism is
pseudo-science promoted by Christian
fundamentalists". He Is concerned at attempts by the creation scientists to have
their version of creation taught In school
science classes as an alternative to the
theory or evolution. He attended the
seminar "because they need a bit of cold
water thrown on them".
But the creation scientists do not want
to argue. Mr Ham had made it clear he
was not Interested In any opinions not
ba.'!ed on Genesis, so Mr Gerrand's Interjections were not well received. When he
asked Mr Ham if he believed in stoning,
Mr Ham warned him he nilgbt be asked
to leave. Another man moved quickly to
Mr Gerrand's side from the back of the
hall to warn him somewhat more forcibly. As the session brolce up for afternoon tea Mr Gerrand wac; accused or
being an "agitator" and told he should
call his own meetings Instead of interrupting other people's. Mr Gerrand replied that he found It most odd that
questions were not being permitted.
Mr Gerrand told us later be had been·
quieter in ·the next session, Interjecting
only once. He said he was disturbed bv
the creation scientists' "anti-science approach". Asked If he was a stirrer, be
said: "I didn't go to disrupt; rather out of
enlightened self-interest." He or other
members of the Skeplics (they take the
spelllng from the original Greek) plan to
attend most of the creation science sessions this week. We'll leave them to it.
We couldn't handle 'Was an asteroid instrumental in Noah's rtood?' first thing
after breakfast.

you might not be able to authoritatively counter this argument.
The Bible the Answer to Society's Ills
As reported by Alan Attwood the
first speaker, Ken Ham, did not spend
much time on creationism: his argument
was basically that all our society's
ills were because we did not believe in
the Bible. Indeed he spent some time
arguing that everything depended on a
foundation; without a foundation you
had nothing. The Bible \1as the foundation for living. With its Biblical association I was reminded a visit I had
made to Babylon: all that remained were
its foundations, buried in the sands
but now being excavated. But the buildings had long since been destroyed,
probably for their bricks. So even with
foundations you may have nothing.
Creationism a Science?
The second speaker, John Mackay,
was more credible. He had some sensible
things to say about science, such as
science being organised commonsense and
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that most philosophies of science, the
multitudinous modern hypothesisers, did
not make much sense. He then got on to
arguing
why creationism
should be
taught as science: evolution could not
be tested so it failed as science. We
can be charitable and not point out
that using the same argument as creationism cannot be tested then it is not
a science. We can also not spend time
on referring to the example of evolution seen to be in action: there is a
type of moth that changed its colour
from dark to light over the past 100
years as the cleaner environment lightened the colour of the trees on which
the moths rested.
Evolution the Most Probable Explanation
we can concentrate on the main
ground for the theory of evolution
being taught as science: it is the most
probable explanation that fits all the
known facts. Creationism should not be
taught as science as it is is one of
the most improbable explanations to account for our universe.
Creationism a Totalitarian Approach.
The
most
disturbing
part of
Mackay's address was his direction that
all Christian teachers had a duty to
teach according to the literal state.ments of the Bible in all subjects. And
·there was to be no questioning of any
of these so-called Biblical truths. Of
course this is not only not science, it
is not education: it is pure religious
indoctrination. Any schools adopting
such a teaching approach should not
only not qualify for any government
funding: they also should not be licensed.
Any opposition Comes from Satan
Another speaker, Dr John Osgood, a
medical practitioner from Sydney, had
an archaic message. Mental disorders
were
the
result of
people being
possessed
by Satan.
':Je
would be
interested to read of any
medical
evidence that would support Dr Osggod's
biblically-based belief.
The sessions addressed by Barry
Setterfield on his quaint th.e ory of a
decaying speed of light were attended
by Skeptic physicists Ian Bryce and
John Lattanzio, and is being reported
separately in this issue.
Creationism by the Back Door
From this experience it is clear
that where the Creationists are not
able to get the State Minister of
Education on their side as they have in
Queensland, they will try to
spread
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their creationist teaching in schools
by using
individual
fundamentalist
teachers. It would seem the Australian
Skeptics role should be to counter publicly any claim by creationists to have
creationism taught as science and also
to ask teachers, parents and students
to report any case of a teacher teaching creationism as science.
Why Worry About the Creationists?
After a few sessions of this seminar I began to think I was back in my
Sunday school kindergarten and that any
adult that would believe in such balderdash nowadays must belong to the
lunatic fringe and best left to their
lunacy. Then the second thoughts came.
Creationists are already an influential
group in the US with their President a
believer. In Australia we have the
Queensland Premier and his Education
Minister not only believers but directing school science teachers to include
creationism in the science curriculum.
Why is this so?
Why can people think quite rationally on one subject and believe quite
irrationally in another area? There is
much research being carried out on the
last major mystery, how the brain works
and there is mounting evidence that we
do not have one brain but a number of
interconnected brains, any one of which
may be in ascendance at any one time.
This concept ties in with neurological
evidence that our brain consists of
groupings of bundles of cylinders. Thus
our thoughts tend to go into particular
channels without often much cross interaction.
Original,
imaginative thinking,
and this includes the scientific, depends on such cross fertilisation and
that is why a good education should encourage a breadth as well as a depth of
thinking. It is the opposite of the
blinkered, tunnel vision of the fundamentalists as so clearly and repeatedly
propounded by the speakers at this
Creation Science seminar. Believe completely and literally in the Bible (as
interpreted of course by the speaker):
to question, to believe differently
means you are possessed by Satan.

Editor: Janet de Silva
Word processing: James Gerrand
Typing: Anne Gaides, Peter Hogan
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT PERIOD 1/1/84 TO 31/12/84
1983
1984
INCOME
$1,581.00 $1,462.00 (1983)
Subscriptions to "The Skeptic" 1984
800.00 1,024.00 ( 1984)
(1985)
Subscriptions to "The Skeptic" prepaid
2,950.55 1,382.00
Sales (Books, Periodicals, Back Issues)
630.00 1,255.20
Donations (Special "Project Hook" Appeal excluded,
refer to "Project Hook" . Balance Sheet)
3,341.50
Income from "Project Hook" (refer to separate
Balance Sheet "The Skeptic" Sep 1984)
1,036.00
R Steiner Dinner
976.00
J Randi Dinner
294.83
70.00
Sundries
11,699.88 5,193.26
4.27 31/12 /82
at 31/12/83 1,713.81
Bank Balance
$!l~i!~§~ s~~~~z~~~

EXPENDITURE
Purchases (Stationery, Office Material)
Postage
Printing "The Skeptic"
Purchase of Books and Periodicals for sale
Library
"Project Hook" Expenses (ref. to separate
Balance Sheet "The Skeptic", Sept. 1984)
R Steiner Dinner
J Randi Dinner
Distribution to the State Branches
Sundries
Bank Balance

$362.93 $476.26
473.30
1,079.41
1,740.93 1,145.25
2,299.56
887 . 76
58.19
67.00
3,431.50

1,108.80
871.00
164.00
1,229.98
442.96
12,355.11 3,483.72
at 31/12/84 1,058.58 1,713.81 31/12/83
$13,413.69 5,197.53

========

ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Transfers for Books ordered

at 31/12/84

Stock for Sale (cost price)
Books
"The Skeptical Inquirer "
Index to "The Skeptical Inquirer"
Back Issues of "The Skeptic" 1981/82/83/84

Library
Stapling Machine (depr. value)

LIABILITIES
Subscriptions prepaid
Book Orders prepaid
Provision for Postage

for 1985
for 1985

$1,058.54
454.00
1,512.58

$1,713.81 31/12/83
444.03
2,157.84

218.00
543. 00
12.00
557.50
1,330.50

423.50
13.00
426.50
863.00

332.00
25.04
$3,200.12

264.97
27.08
$3,312.89

========

========

800.00
346.49
80.00
$1, 226.49
=======

1,024.00 (1984)
621.64 (1983)
80.00
$1,725.64

========

JOE RUBENSTEIN, Treasurer.
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THE NORTHWEST SKEPTICS
by Mark Plummer
The top left corner of the United
States of America comprises the rugged
states of Washington, Oregon and Idaho.
It is the alleged home of the legendary
a distant relative of the
Bigfoot
the Australian
and
Himalayan Yeti
Yowie. It is also home to our sister
organisation - the Horthwest Skeptics.
As part of my visit to the USA I
was keen to meet members of the Northwest Skeptics and see some of the magnificent scenery of the area.
Although not yet two years old,
the Northwest Skeptics have already
gained considerable media coverage and
have produced their own newsletter.
Their chairman is Michael Dennett
fran Seattle, Nashington. Michael concentrates on issues in Washington S tate
(not to be confused with the US capital, !·7ashington D.C }~ John Merrell from
Portland, oregon co-ordinates activities in Oregon and Idaho states.
The major issue in the Northwest
otherwise of
the existence or
is
Bigfoot, a legendary animal claimed to
grow up to three metres high. There
have been numerous alleged sightings
and even some specimens of hair allegedly from Bigfoot have been produced.
There has al~o been a well documented hoax dating from 1930 when a
local timber worker made a pair of 9
inch by 17 inch "feet" and made realistic tracks. The hoaxer only revealed
his hoax a few years ago and believes
the legend is based solely on his hoax.
I met Jon-Erik Beckjord, the founjer of Project Bigfoot, who briefed me
on his research. Beckjord has spent
nine years looking for Bigfoot. His
latest theory is that as Bigfoot has
never been observed having a substantial meal he must come from a parallel ·
space dimension.
has threatened to
One shooter
shoot Bigfoot and this led officials of
the counties of Skamania, Walla Walla
and Umatilla to pass a resolution calling for the protection of Bigfoot.
he
Another backwoodsman stated
of
"one
with
woods
the
in
safer
felt
those big hairy beasts than being there
with humans".
I was unable to see Bigfoot myself
the
into
foray
notwi~hstanding a
forest. Perhaps Skeptic John Merrell
was leading me away from their ·lairs.
However Michael Dennett was able to

lead me through the wilds of downtown
including a detour through
Seattle
deserted basements and underground passageways to an imitation Bigfoot in a
Seattle waterfront museum
Michael also took me on a tour of
Seattle during which the guide explained how the totem pole in the centre of
the
from
Seattle had been stolen
their.
found
I
When
Indians in Alaska.
service
(streetcar)
waterfront tram
used four old Melbourne trams I took
their numbers for later checking with
the Victorian Police Stolen Tram Squad.
From bigfeet to hotfeet. Another
local issue is the claims of Mr Barkan
who runs firewalking classes for $50.
Barkan says the mind can control the
chemistry of the feet and prevent them
from being burnedo Some people have had
their feet burned in the courses.
is the home of
The Northwest
Shirley Maclaine, a friend of Andrew
Peacock. Shirley has written a book
"Out on a Limb". She is on a spiritual
0

Imitation Bigfoot dwarfs Mark Plummer
-photo Michael Dennett
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odyssey and believes she has resided in
Atlantis and knows men who date ladies
from outer space. She also edits a
psychic advice column for a Seattle
paper.
In Portland you can be treated by
a
holistic
dentist
Dr Daniel
Haselnus. Dr Haselnus states that if a
patient's teeth are not aligned in harmony the thymus gland can become blocked and sickness can result. Through a
variety of techniques, such as manipulating the muscles inside the mouth,
massaging certain pressure points or
simply encouraging positive attitudes,
Dr Haselnus claims he is able to help
restore the balance of
the body's
energies.
At the Portland psychic fair you
could purchase healing glasses for $350
If you wear them for an unspecified
time you can supposedly forget about
glasses
altogether. The lenses
of
normal glasses are replaced with opaque
black plastic each of which is perforated with many small holes like the top
of a pepper
shaker. The Northwest
Skeptics found that they do indeed
offer crude correction to some maladjusted eyes by using the principle of
: the pinhole lens. However they do so at
' the expense of most of the incoming
light enjoyed with conventional lenses.
A great deal of the research of
the Northwest Skeptics is in respect of
the local psychics whose claims are remarkably similar to ours. The Northwest
has its share of local clairvoyants,
card readers, astrologers, food faddists, ghosts and UFOs. Many of them
seem to have made their way north from
California.

1
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California palmist sign
-photo Bob Steiner
The Northwest Skeptics use similar
tactics to us in investigating pseudo-science or "fake science" - the term
Mike Dennett prefers.
The Northwest Skeptics have had an
excellent media coverage. A major newspaper "The Seattle Times" even editorialised about them: "The world can do
with a dose of healthy skepticism"
one· up on us.
The Northwest Skeptics arranged an
appearance for me on Seattle radio
station KING AM the night before the
presidential election. While
I was
tempted to say a few words about the
Reagan/Mondale battle I confined my
comments to the topics of Bigfoots,
Yowies and fake science.
The Northwest Skeptics also organised a dinner in Seattle with myself as
guest speaker. Present at the dinner
was Ms Bette Chambers, one of the founders of CSICOP who told the interesting
story of its establishrnento
From Seattle I took the train to
Portland where John Merrell showed me
the city, then drove me 700 miles
through Bigfoot infested forest to San
Francisco for the CSICOP conference.
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LETT ERS
Ve.aJr.. Sk.e.ptiv.,,
Having .oe.e.n the. note. by Ian Bnyc.e.
to
,U1. "the. Sk.e.ptic." f,on Nove.mbe.tL M
me.etingf.. in Me.lbowme. aJUz.a..nge.d by the.
C1te.a.tion Sue.nc.e. Foundation 6on 7-12
Ja.n.u.aJz.lj, I be.ga.n to th,i.nk. a.bou.:t what
might be. the. mo.o.t wtde.Mta..nda.ble. and
ci.e.aJr.. c.u.:t e.videnc.e. that the. wonld WM
in e.wte.nc.e. well be.f,one. 4004 BC.
It oc.c.UJUI.e.d to me. that .the. e.vide.nc.e. 61tom tne.e. nin.g.o .ohould be. u.nde.Mta.nda.ble. btj pe.Mon.6 06 Li...t:t.le. Oft no .oue.nu Mc. k.n.owle.dg e.. A6 a. 6oJtme.tl.. me.mb e.tL o6
:the. _CSIRO Viv,i_,6ion. o 6 Me.te.oftologic.a.l
Phy.o ,<,v., ( now Atm0.6 phe.nic. Ru e.aJr..c.h) I
wa..o a.waJr..e. :that tne.e. nin.g -6:tu.die..o have.
give.n u..o e.&ul cl.u.e..o a..o :to c.lima.tic. va.nia.tion.-6 ave.ft the. pa..o.t :te.n thou..oa.n.d ye.~
olt .oo, a.n.d .oo I c.on..6u.lte.d book.-6 on. the.
.ou.bj e.c.t. The.n .ot!ta.n.guy e.n.ou.gh my 6 Ve.c.
' 84 ,0.o u.e. o 6 "Ne.w Sue.l'l.U-6:t" :tu.Jtn.e.d u.p
a.n.d ,<,ncl.u.de.d a. .o hon:t aJr..tici.e. in. whic.h
it ne.pow that a. we..o:te.tLn. Eu.1tope.a.n. tne.e.
ning c.hfton.ology ha..o ne.c.e.ntty be.e.n e.x.te.n.de.d without gap.6 to .oome.what beyond
5000 BC.
Th,i_,6 a.JtUci.e. e. x.pl a.in.-6 bll,,{.e. f,ly that
th,i_,6 de.pe.n.d.6 on c.1to.6.o-da.ting :the. tne.e.
11,,{.n.g f..We.-6 61tam ne.wly c.u.:t wood with
th0.6e. 61tam timbe.M in. old hou..oe..o aJr..c.he.olo gic.a.l .6 pe.ume.n.-6 , tne.e. tnu.n~ pne. .oe.1tve.d in. bog.o, e.tc.. The..oe. mu..o:t a.U fte..e.a.te. to a. ne.gion ove.tL whic.h the. ye.aJr.. to
ye.a.ft va.nia.uon. o 6 the. cl.imate. aJr..e. 6a.iftly u.n.if,oftm. To illu..otna.:te. what ,i_,6 involved in c.1toM-da.ung, I e.n.ci.Me a.
c.opy of, a. dia.gJta.m f,nom a te.rtboolz.. One.
doe..o not fte.ly on .oin.gle. tne.e..o bu.:t a
n.u.mbe.ft of, tne.e..o in. a. give.n .o.:ta.n.d a.n.d
6~o~ ne.ighboL(.11,,{.ng n.e.ighbow.,,i,11.g .ota.n.d.6.
S,<,mila.Jtly So1t a.Jtc.he.ologic.a.l .ope.ume.n/2,
etc..
Ano.the.ft long c.lvwnology e.x,i_,6t.6 0011,
.oou.the.1tn Cali1oftn.ia. at p£a.c.e..o whe.ne. :the.
bwtie.c.on.e. pine. gnow.o. The..oe. a.Jte. e.x.c.e.puona.Uy long uved tne.e..o - the. ol de.ot living tne.e. ,i_,6 4,600 ye.ar../2 old!
Re.mn.a.n.t-6 o 6 de.ad bwtie.c.one. ph1e..o have.
b~e.n c.1to.o.o-date.d with living tne.e..o a.n.d
W-t:th e.a.c.h othe.tL to e..o.:ta.bwh a. c.h!tonology Son the. la..ot 8,200 ye.~. ("Ttc.e.e.
& Cuma:te." by H. C.FM,;t.,;u , Ac.a.de.mRin.g.o
.
,{,C,

Pfte..6.6 , 19 76, p. 2 2 ) •

The. c.ha.Jtm a.bou.:t tne.e. 11,,{.ng.o ,i_,6 that
the.y aJr..e. v,i_,6ible. and .:ta..ngible ne.c.ond.6
o 6 the. pa..o.oage. o 6 the. ye.~, 6a.miuatr.
to mo.o:t. e.ve.1tybody, and 6u.Jt:the.Jtmo1te. a.
ye.ate. Solt a. tne.e. ,i_,6 the. .oame. a..o it wa..o
&on the. a.u.thoM o 6 .the, Bible.. No 6a.n.c.y
CVLgwne.n.u a.bout the. -!>pe.e.d 06 light c.a.n.

ge.t CVLo w1.d ;t1'1.,{.,6 •
I ~ wl1,,{.t,i.n.g ,th,{.,6 ,U1. c.a..oe. it might
~e. o 6 ,<,n.:t.e.fte..ot to the. Sc.e.ptiv., a:tte.n.d,<,ng t~~ C1te.~ovu-.6t me.e.tin.g.o. I don't
~now ,<,n :tl1e.tr.e. ,{,,6 lik.e.ly to be. oppoft:tu.n.- .
-<-:ty 601t. qu.e..otion.o oJt c.omme.n.,t6 6tr.om the.
6~ooft, bu.t i6 the.ne. ,i_,6 pe.1r..hap.6 the. tlte.e.
}L,{,n. g a.Jtg u.me.n:t c.o u.ld be. u..o e. 6u..t.
06 c.ou.lt.6e. ma.tit o 6 the. people. at:te.ndin.g will be, hope.le.M c.Me.-6 1 bu.t
ma~be. :the.tr.e. c.ou.ld be. a Se.w othe.,1z.,~ the.1te.
.otill ope.n to 1te.a..oon. •
EdgaJt L Ve.a.con
Ve.atr. Edi:to tr.,

In h,i_,6 aJr..tic..te. a.dvoc.a.ting an obj e.c.tive. a.pptr.oa.c.h to paJr..a.noJtma.l cf,a.imt,
( 7 ) , Ma.tr.k. MoJt.a.ve.c. c.i:tu the. CSI COP inve..otiga.uo n o 6 the. M~ E60e.c.t a.-6 an.
ex.ample. 06 "dogma.tic. be.ue. 0 tniumphing
ove.tl.. ope.n-minde.d 1te..oe.atr.c.h".
In a. c.omme.n.:t. on th,i_,6 point (2)
Pe.te.tr. Hogan .o.:ta.te..o "Appatr.e.n.tiy Ma.Jtk.,;
.60u.Jtc.e. o 6 in6oJtma.uon. ,i_,6 an aJr..tic.le. in
the. _Ze.te;tic. Sc.holatr.. (Sin.c.e.) it ,i_,6 the.
pouc.y o 6 that j owma.l to be. an ope.n
601tu.m f,on both .ok.e.ptic..o and be.ue.ve.M
would be. unwi.oe. to tr.e.ly :too mu.c.h
~n :th-u.i_ .tiou.Jtc.e. wWwu.t 6u.Jtthe.tL .ouppoftt-<-n g e. v,<,de.nc.e.. "
Ftr.o m t/i,{.,6 c.o mme.n.:t. it ,i_,6 c.1..eatr. that
Ho~an ha..o not ne.a.d the. a.JtUc.le. in
whic.h. c.M e. he. ,i_,6 .oingu.latr.ly W'l.qua,l-i,t}ie.d
:to c.omme.n:t. So le.t me. .oe;t the. tr.e.c.ond
.6 tlz.M g lit .
_ Tl!e. a.u.:th.otr. on the. M:tic.le. in. quu :uon. ( ::J) , :tl1.e. late. Ric.hatr.d Kammann. wa.o
M.oo~e. Pn~ f,e..o.ootr. o O P.oyc.h.o.togy a.,t
:tl1e, UMve.M-<-:ty o 6 Ota.go c.o-a..u.tho1t o 6
the. de.bu.nk.ing book. The. 'P.otjc.h.0£09 o 6
:tl~e. P.oyc.hic. (4), a CS I COP Fellow at the.
time., ~.nd had .ope.n.:t. 7 mon.:t.ho examining
:tlie. e.v,<,de.nc.e. and wl1,,{.t,i.ng :to the. paJr..tie..o
c.onc.e.Jtn.e.d. You. c.a.n. h.atr.dly get be.t:te.tL
c.1te.de.n.tia.l.6 :than. :that. Kammann. c.on.c.lu.de.d ~at th~ CSICOP inve..otigatotr.-6 "have.
pe.M,t-6:te_d ,<,n o 6&e.nin.g :to the. pu.buc. a
.o e.t o 6 demo n.ot!ta.bly 6a.l-6 e. .6 .:ta.ti-6 tic.al
atr.~1;:"'e.nu a.ga.in.ot :the. Matr..6 E66ec.t in
.6p-U:e. _ o & 6ou.Jt tje.~ on c.on.tinu.ou.6 and
.o:te.a.dily mounting c.!ti:tiwm 06 thw
logic.", and that "whe.n :the. whole tr.e,eo!td
,i_,6 e.xamine.d ove.tL Mve. ye.~, the.tLe. ,i_,6
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ai.mMt no in1.,,tanc.e. in. whic.h me.~ win.6
out ave.It -0e.l6--0e.1tvin.g biM". P.f.e.Me.
note. .:that Kammann' -6 all.tic.le. WM not -60lic.ile.d by, and WM no.:t O/[,{,gin.ali.y
w/c_,{_;t;te.n 601t, Ze..:te.tic. Sc.hola.Jc. (3).
The. in Ve.-6 tig atiVe. j Owz.nai,,i_,6 .:t pie..:t
Hun Hoe.be.n.6, who {/Ja!.) p/c_,{_vy .:to muc.h 06
.:the. goin.g-6 on, de..oc./[,{,be_d Kammann.'-6
all.tic.le. M II e.mi.ne.ntty 6a,i_lC,,
highly
1te.a.da.ble., and • •• • 1te.ma.Jtk.a.bly 1te..o.:tJuu,n.e.d"
(5). PM6e..o-001t Anthony Fle.w, a.n.o.:the.1t
CSICOP Fellow, c.on.c.lude.d "I c.an no
longe.lt lte.-6,t,6.:t .:the. c.on.vic.tion .:that
CSICOP hM ma.de. a. dlte.a.d6u1 me..o-6 on U-6
(,i_nve..otigation.)" ( 6) • The. .oame. c.on.c.lu.oion.6 we.1te. 1te.a.c.he.d a.6.:te.1t an e.xhau.otive.
inde.pe.nde.nt in.ve..otigation by .ouenc.e.
hi-6.:to/[,{,an. Pa,;t/[,{,c.k. CuMy ( 7) • In 6a.c..:t
.oe.ve./ta.l
CSICOP
FilloW.6
(inc.luding
Kammann.) and Te.c.h1uc.ai.
Co n1., uUan.:t-6
1te..oigne.d in plto.:te..o.:t ( 8) •
In. o.:the.lt Woltd-6 Hogan' -6 c.a.vwe.lt
fumu.i.oai. 06 Mo1tave.c. 1 -6 point ,(,,6 unwa.1t1tan.:te.d and c.e./t.:ta,tnly no.:t in. k.e.e.ping
with .:the. ~ne. -6 e.ntime.rz.;t.6 a.ppe.a.1t,tng in
.:the. .oame. ,t,6-6 ue. (a.nd O/[,{,gin.a.U.y plte.pMe.d
by Hogan) a.bout Sk.e.ptic.-6 a.i.m,i,n.g .:to pltovide. 1te.lia.ble. in6o.tzmation.
The. .oame. a.pplie..o .:to Hogan' -6 inn.ue.n.doe..o a.bout ZS. So a.gm le..:t me. .oe..:t
.:the. 1te.c.oltd -0.:t/ta,tgh.:t.
ZS ,(,,6 .:the. Jowmal
.:the. Ce.n.:te.1t
601t Sue.nti~c. Anomwe..o Re..oe.a.1tc.h ,{,Yl,
.:the. USA. I .:t WM -6 .:ta.lt.:te.d in 19 78 by
Ma.1tc.illo TltUz:u, P1to6e..o-001t 06 Souology
a.:t EM.:te.ltn W.c.hig an UM ve.Mily. TltUz zi
WM
a.
6ounde.1t and c.o-c.ha.i.ltman o 6
CSICOP, a.nd e.dilo1t
U-6 jowmal (.:the.n
The. Ze..:te.tic., now The. Sc.e.ptic.ai. In.qU,t1e,e.1t
(SI)). He. 1tuigne.d 61tom CSICOP be.c.a.u.oe.
,i,n hi-6 view il WM a.c.tin.g no.:t M an impa.lttial -0e.e.k.e.1t a.Me.It .:tltU:th but M an.
a.dve.Ma.1ty h0-6.:tile. .:to any pa.lta.no.tzmal
c.la.i.m, and he. 6e.U .:tha.:t .ouc.h an a:tu.:tude. plte.ve.nte.d impall.tial inqU,t1C,y (9).
And o 6 c.o Ult-6 e. ,{,Yl, .:the. Ma.M E66e.c..:t
de.ba.c.le. .:thu e. ne.all.6 ha.ve. be.e.n plte.U-6 e.ly
1te.ai,,t,6 e.d. Whic.h ,t,6 all .:the. molte. lame.n.:ta.ble. be.c.a.u.oe. CSICOP hM done., and c.onfuuu .:to do, many e.xc.e.lle.nt and e.noltmou.oly nec.e.-6.oa.lt!f .:thing;.,.
A-6 a. 1tu uU ZS ,(,,6 lta.:the.1t like. SI
(.:the. .oame. .:topic.-6 and e.ve.n .:the. .oa.me.
a.u.:thoM a.ppe.a.1t in bo.:th) but ,t,6 inc.lin.e.d
.:to mediation tw.1:.he.1t .:than de.bunting.
TltUz:u in-6,t,6.:t-6 on qua.l,i_;ty -00 .:the. level
o 6 .oc.hola.Mhip ,(,,6 e.x:tlte.me.ly high, c.e.1t.:ta.i.nly lughe.1t tlia.n. in SI. I have. pe.1t-0ona.U.y v,t,6ile.d T1tuzzi and ZS in .:the.
USA and WM m0-6.:t implte.-6.oe.d. Many people
.:talk. glibly o 6 impalltial inqU,t/ty, but
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6e.w a.c.lue.ve. il - and T1tuzzi dou il a.U.
.:the. .time. be..:t.:te.1t .:tha.n a.n.yon.e we. I
know.
To .oa.y, M Hogan doe..o, .:that ZS ,t,6
an ope.n. 601tUm 601t bo.:th .ok.e.ptic.-6 a.nd be.lie.ve.M ,t,6 mv.,le.a.ding. I.:t ,t,6 c.e.lt:ta.i.nly
a. 601tUm, but only 601t in601tme.d 1te..opon-0ible. in.qU,t1C,y o 6 .:the. highe..o.:t -0.:ta.nda.ltd,
and .:the.n only on .:topic.-6 with .oome. c.f..a.,i_m
.:to po .:te.n.:t,i_al ,6 ue.nti-Mc. ,6 :ta:tu.o • I .:t
wo.trlv., by ZS ob.:ta.i.Mng a. .otimulating
pa.pe.lt .:that ,t,6 .oe.nt .:to a. la.1tge. numbe.lt o 6
e.xpe.lt.:t-6 a.1tound tlie. woltld who .:the.n c.on;t/c_,{_bute. c.omme.n.:t-6.The. pa.pelt, c.omme.n.;i:.6
and a.utho1t'-0 1te.joinde.1t a.1te. .:the.n pubwhe.d .:toge..:the.1t, wilh an invila.tion. 601t
6U1t.:the.1t c.omme.n.:t-6. In a.dd,i_tion ZS c.on.:ta.i.n.J.i li.:te.lta:tU/te -6 Ultve.lf-6 and -6 upe.ltb
bibliog1taphie..o .:that alone a.1te. wolt.:th
:tL.tJic.e. .:the. -6 ub-0 c_/c_,{_pti.on p/c_,{_c.e_ (wluc.h ,(,,6
a.bout .:the. .oame. M 601t SI). In .oholt.:t, ZS
pltovide..o 1te..ooU1tc.e.-6 you c.anno.:t ~nd anywhe.1te. we.. Ru po Yl.-6ible. -6 k.e.ptic.-6 c.anno.:t
a.6601td .:to be. without il, ,{,Yl, e.xa.c..:tly .:the.
.oa.me. way M .:the.y c.a.nno.:t a.6601td .:to be.
wi.:tho ut SI •
Geoffrey Dean
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De.AA Ed,t;to1t,
SCIENCE & PSEUVOSCIENCE
Give.n. .:tha..:t one. o 6 .:the. Mm6 o 6 .:the.
Au.o .tJtai,,i_a.n . S k. e. pti c.-6
,t,6
".:to
ma.k. e.
Au.o.:t/tal,ta. mo1te. a.wa.1te. o 6 .:the. di& 6e.1te.nc.e.
be;aoe.e.n -0 ue.nc.e. and p-6 e.udo-0 ue.n.c.e.", I
plte..oe.nt my own vie.w-0 in 01tde.1t .:to
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~ e . du c.UL>.6-fo n an tYUJ.i .6 ub j e.c.t.
It b., o6;t.e.n c.1.ahne.d that one. 06
:the. majolt cli.fifie1te.nc.u b., that 1.>c.ie.nc.e.
JJ.,
ba1.>e.d on
ob1.>e1tvatlon whe1te.a.6
p1.>e.udo1.>c.ie.nc.e. -i.1.> no:t. Howe.velt I inte.nd
:to thMw a 1.>pannelt in the wow blj
Mguing p!te.We.llj the. opp0.6ile.. Sc.ie.nc.e.
JJ., not ba1.>e.d on ob1.>e1tvatlon (and b.,
:the1te.601te. veltlj 1.>uc.c.U.6 6ut) whe1te.a1.> 1.>ome.
p.6 e.udo.6 ue.nc.e..6
Me.
ba.6 e.d
on
ob1.>e.1tvatlon.
Sue.nc.e. Not Ba1.>e.d on Ob1.>e1tvatlon
The. belie.6 that 1.>c.ie.nc.e. c.on1.>,i,,6t.6
06 law.6 M/t,{,Ve.d at tlvr.o ugh. induwo n
fi1tom "ob.6 e1tve.d t5ac.t.6 11
dwvu fi1tom
F1tanw Bae.on. ThJJ., Ide.a ha.6 /tun into a
lot ofi p1toble.m1.> and b., now 1te.je.c.:te.d blj
mo.6:t h,u.,;t.oll,,i_an.6 and philo1.>ophe.lt.6 06
1.>c.ie.nc.e.. I p!te..6e.nt a t5e.w e.xamplu to
~t.Jta:te. why tw ,u., the. c.a.6 e..
The. Cope.1tnic.an Helioc.e.n;t,ll,,i_c. The.01ty
In:te1tutingllj Bae.on WM one. 06 the.
6e.w ma j o1t 1., ue.n.u. Mc. 6ig Ulte..6 a 6 hv.i
time. to Jte.je.c.t the. new 1.>un-c.e.nt.Jte.d
Mtltonomlj de.ve.lope.d blj Cope,Jtn,i,c.UL>, bu:t
tYUJ.i b., not .6Ultpwing give.n h,u., vie.w
06 the. "1.>ue.nilMc. method". A6;t.e1t ail,
who ha.6 e.velt ob1.>e1tve.d the. EM:th going
Jtound the. Sun? At the. time. Copell.nic.UL>
put
6oJUOMd
hb.i
the.oltlj
the.
"ob1.>e.1tvatlonal"
e.vide.nc.e. WM going
agMnJ.>t the. il. It wa...s ob1.>e.1tve.d that
:the. 1.>:talt.6 and the. -Sun we.n:t Mound the.
1.>k.lJ and that ob j e.c.t.6 don' lJ 6llJ o the.
Ea!tth ''-> 1.>uJtfiac.e. M the.lj Welte. e.x.pe.c.te.d
to do i6 the. EM:th ac.tualilj move.d. Whlj
:the.n WM the. :the.oltlj tak.e.n up? Simpllj
be.c..a.UJ.>e. il WM .60 muc.h be.:t:telt fio!t
:the.01te.tic.al 1.>:t!tuc.tuJte. than the. old
P.tole.ma,i,c. -5lj.6:te.m, whic.h had be.c.ome. a
!teal me..6.6. The.
Helioc.e.n;t,ll,,i_c. the.o!tlJ
p!tovide.d muc.h ne.atelt e.x.planation.6 fio!t
1.>uc.h iling.6 M the. 1te.tltog1tade. motion ofi
the. planw , and o 6 c.o uM e. c.o uld handle.
muc.h be.:t:te.Jt the. duc.ovWe..6 ofi Ga.f..,i_.f..e.o
and the. new Phlj.6ic..6 o t5 Newton.
Newtonian Me.c.hanic..6
HeJLe. again we. c.an 1.>e.e. :the. pove.Jt:tlj
o6 the. view :that .6 ue.nc.e. JJ., ba1.> e.d on
ob1.>e.1tvation.6. The. 6undame.n:tal Mpe.c.t.6
o~ Newton' .6 .6lj.6te.m, 1.>uc.h M ineJt:t,i,a,
601tc.e., g1tavillj, e.:tc.., Me 1.>;t/t,<_c.t.f..lj
de.fiine.d c.onc.e.pt.6
whic.h c.annot
be.
dwve.d
t51tom the.
phe.nome.na.
Tak.e.
Ne.wt.on''-> F..i.M:t Law - that an obje.c.t
W-i..U c.ontinue. to move. in a 1.>t.!taight
line. w.lth c.on.6:tant ve.loc.illj unlu.6
ac.te.d on blj a 601tc.e.. One. imme.cli.ate.llj
imaginu a bodlj moving th!tough
a
c.omple.:te.llj e.mptlj
(and "601tc.e.lu1.>" l
1.>pac.e.; bu:t no one. hM e.ve.Jt ob1.>e1tve.d
-5uc.h. a
iling.
The. 1.>ame. w.i.,;th
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g1tavLta..tional 601tc.e. - Ne.wt.on c.outd not
have. ob-6e1tve.d :tlUL:t a WM inve.Jt.6e.llj
p!topolttional to :the. dutanc.e. 1.>quane.d.
The. old -6to1tlj about Ne.wt.on and :the.
apple. b., a good il.f..UJ.>tltation 06 :the.
ba1.>.u o 6 1.>ue.nc.e..
People. ge.neJtalllj
1.>uppMe.
that Ne.wt.on
"duc.ove1te.d"
g1taviltj blj ob1.>e.1tv,£ng a fialling apple. .:.
bu:t thL5 .u; ab-5uJtd be.c..a.U.6e. :thoU.6and.6
had ob1.>e1tve.d th.JJ., be.601te. Ne.w:ton. Rathe1t
il .u a c.Me. 06 going be.yond :the.
phe.nome.non blj e.x.pla,i_n,i,ng the. f,alling
apple. in teJun6 ofi a Veltlj powe.Jt6ut
ma:the.mruc.aliy and c.onc.e.p:tualllj ba1.>e.d
the.01te.tic.al .6 lj.6:te.m; what we. now c.ail
Newtonian me.c.hanic..6.
06 c.ouMe. :the1te. Me. manlj o:the.Jt
e.x.amplu O 6 J., ue.n.u. Mc. c.o nc.e.pt.6 and
the.oll,,i_u that c.outd no:t po1.>1.>ibl1j be.
de.Jt,i_ve.d t51tom obJ.ie.~vwon,
inc.lucli.ng
1.>pe.c.-i..al. and ge.ne.Jtal 1te.lativily, quantum
me.c.han,i,c.-6 ,
Me.ld6 ,
.6 pac.e.
time.,
p!tobabi,li,;ttj wavu, e.:tc.. Onc.e. again il
b.i
the.011.e.tic.al 1.>tltuc.tull.e. that b.i
impolt:tant. Howe.velt thb.i JJ., no:t to de.nlj
the. impo!ttanc.e.
o 6 e.x.pvume.n:t to
'-> ue.nc.e.. Ex.pvume.nt v.i ve1tlj cli. 66e.1te.n:t
61tom obse1tvatlon. It ha.6 c.vz.;ta,i.n Mm'->,
!tutu, me.thod.6 and b., MualitJ pe.11.6011.me.d
w.i.,;th lte.6 pe.c.t :to .6 ome. the.01ty. A the.oltlj
gain.6
1.>uppolt:t
thll.ough .6uc.c.e..6.66ul
plte.cu.Won Olt e.x.p.f..anatlon 06 :the.
/tel:, ult6
0 6 e.x.pvume.nt-6 • Howe. V elt il b.,
the. the.01ty that ,i,,6 pll,,i_mM(j and ba1.>ic. to
1.>ue.nc.e..
P1.>e.udoJ.iue.nc.e..6 ba1.>e.d on ob1.>e1tvation
Not onllj do p1.>e.udo1.>ue.nc.e..6 involve.
"c.onc.e.pt.6 that have. a we.ah. baJ.>J../., in
the.oltlj and law" (Bunge.,
"Sk.e.ptic. 11
Fe.b'84) bu:t 1.>ome. ofi the.m Me. we.ak.
be.c.aU.6e. the.lj Me. ba1.>e.d on obJ.ie.Jtvation.
1:t b., ne.c.e..6.6 all.lj to futinguJJ., h :two
cli.66e1te.n:t typu 06 p1.>e.udo1.>ue.nc.e..6. The.
6iMt tljpe. involvu thMe. 1.,pe.ufi,i_c.aillJ
1.>e.:t up to jMUnlJ an ide.ologlj Ming
qUa,6,<_-.6 ue.nti Mc. Mg ume.n:t.6 ;
e.x.ample..6
a11.e. the.
Nazi an:th!topologJJ.,t.6 (who
jUJ.>ti6ie.d Jtaual the.oltlj), Velik.ov1.>k.1j,i,,6m
and c.1te.at,i,onJ..l.,m (1.>e.:t up to jUJ.>tifilj a
.f..ilell.af.. inte1tp1te.:tat,i,o n a 6 the Bible. ) •
The..6 e. a11.e. "a pll,,i_ofl.i.'' p.6 e.ud0.6 ue.nc.e..6 , M
opp0.6e.d to :the. J.ie.c.ond tljpe. whlc.h malj be.
II
c.aile.d
e.mp,i_ll,,i_c.a.f.."
(aIt
pelthapJ.i
"e.x.pe.Jt,i,e.n:ta.f..") and whic.h fioJtm :the. ba1.>b.i
06 mlj Mgume.n:t.
Th-i...6 1.>e.c.ond 911.oup inc.lude. Me.ld.6
1.>uc.h a.6
pa!tap'->ljc.hology (:te.le.pathy,
c..f..a,i,Jtvoljanc.e., p!te.c.ognit,i,on, PK, e.:tc..),
UFOloglj, doW-6ing, '->P~, aUe.Jtnatlve.
me.cli.une., ail ofi wh,i,c.h I belie.ve. de.Jt,i_ve.
,61tom, and a11.e. ba1.>e.d on, 11 ob1.>e.1tva;t,i,on 11 •
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The.
oollow,i,ng
e.xa.mplv.i
oil.am
p~p.oyc.hology w,i,U ,i,llw.,;tJr.a,te.:
1) A peMon dlte.am6 ;that .oome:tlung hM
ha.ppe.ne.d ;to IU-6 ,6atheJt. The. ne.x:t da.y
he. c.~ and -6,<.n~ ;that ~ oatheJt
hM be.c.ome. ,i,U. T~ -W an ob.oeJtve.d
c.Me. 06 c.i.cu.Jtvoya.nc.e..
2 ) A peM on h.M a. I.) ong ll.u.nvu.ng :tlyio u.g h
h-Ll he.ad whe.n .oome. one. we. ~n :the.
ll.oom . o ~ .oinging d. TIU-6 ,L6 an
ob.oe.ll.va.:ti.on oo .telepathy.
3) On
nu.mvr.ow.. oc.c.Mion-0 a. ga.mbleJt
6-i.nd6 he. t.Jvr.ow.6 e.xa.c.ily ;the. nu.mbeJt
he. wa.nu on .the.
cii.c.e.. He. hM
ob.oe.Jr.ve.d h,u., powe.ll. o 6 p,~yc.ho/unv.,,t.o.
0-6 c.owu..e. in
e.a.c.h
oo
:thv.ie.
e.xa.mple.o U ..u, po.6.o-<;ble. to go b':-y~nd
:the..oe. .oimple. ob.oeJtva.uoM bq e.xpla.,,Ln,rng
.them in .te.tun6 o 6 .6 ome. :th e.o ll.lf - e.. 9 •
pll.o babilily. In a.U :thu e. c.M v., e. ve.nu
may be. oc.c.wuung in a manneJt e.xpe.c.:te.d
by c.ha.nc.e. i-6 e.nou.gh o.theJt ~u Me.
.take.n in.to ac.c.ou.n.t. AU:.~a;tiveJ:.y, .the.
o,iM.t .two
c.a..o u
c.o u.ld
be. _due. ;to
.t.u.b.umi.nal c.lu.v.,; .the. la.t,;t time. .the.
pe.Mon .oaw h,u., oa:t.b.vt he. may ~ve.
no:tic.e.d ~heJt vagu.eJ:.y :tha.:t .oome;th,i,ng
Wa..6 WMng,
a.nd
;th,i_.o vague.
fie.rung
be.c.ame. mruu 0v.i.t in lu.o dJte.am. Foll. ;the.
.t.e.c.oncl c.a..oe. he. may ha.ve. be.en l.)inging
.the. .oong e.allLi.eJt wWwu.t 1te.a£.v.,,ing d.
(Both thv.ie exa.mp.tu Me. ,6Mm "The.
Py.oc.hology
.the. P.oyc.fuc." by MMk..6 and
Kamman} • 1n .the. .:tl~d
e.xample. .the.
ga.mbleJt may be. .thlwwing at c.ha..nc.e.
i.Jlvel; .i.;t' .6 jw.,.t .tha.;t he. notic.e..o ~
.ouc.c.e..o.&u mOJc.e. :than ~ ,6o.,i,.fu/tu.
Foll. :the. beLi.e.veJt ,i..n pa.JLa.noJtmal
poweJLJ.i
.the.
ob.o eJtva.:ti.o n6 _Me. ~
impo!Ltant: ,the.If 61tom :the. ba..oA.-6 06 h,u.,
bw.e. J.o • Ba.:t 601L .the. .6 ue.n;t,Lo .t .o u.c.h
bw.e.J.6
c.ono-f,,i,c.;t W-Uh
:too
many
v.,;tabfuhed the.o!L,tU .to be. ;ta/ze.n
.o vuou..oty. He will .the1te.601te. e.xpta.in
.ouc.h "a.noma.tow.. pell.c.e.ption.o" in .tVUn6
06
vM,i,ow.,
.the.o!L,tU
.ou.c.h..
M
PILobabildy, p.o yc.hology, e:tc.. T~ c.an
be. e.x:te.nde.d .to o.theJt r.Jhe.nome.na .ou.c.h M
UFO✓-s - .the. whot.e. 06 UFOlogy .w ba.6e.d on
.the. numbeJt 06 obl.)e.Jc.ve.d c.a.6U. Howe.veJt
nail. .the. .oue.nw:t Ofr• .ok.eptic. ,i_;t -0 a
ma.;t;tvr. 06 e.xpla.,lning .ouc.h ob.oeJtvauoM
w..ing me.t:e.otwlogic.ai., optic.al and/ oil.
p.oyc.hologlc.a.l .the.otuu, 11.a.the.Jt .than
ac.c.e.pting .the. ob.oeJtva.tion.6 a:t. 6ac.e.
value.. P.oe.udo.oue.nc.v., Me.· ba..oe.d on
ob.oeJtve.d c.a..ou, .oc.ie.nc.e. ,i,.o ba.6e.d on
.the.01ty.
I .t ma.(:f be. ob j e.c..te.d :that .the..o e.
p.oe.udo.oue.nc.v., w.,e.
bad ob.oeJtva.:tion
wheJte.a.6 .oc.ie.nc.e. ,<_n .oo~ way MU good
ob.oe.Jc.vati.on. 1 don'.t brne.ve. ;th,t.6 :to be.
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a. woll.k.a.ble. cii.c.ho.tomy. F,i,ll,6.t 06 a.U how
Me.
we. to
fu:tingU,t.6h
a.
"good"
11
0 b.o eJl va.:ti.o n nlLO m a.
bad" 0 ne. e.xc.e.p.t On
.the.oll.e.:tic.a.t gJr.ou.ndJ.i? Se.c.ondty U .oe.e.m6
:to me. .tha..t many 06 .the. ob.oeJtva.:tion-0 on
wh,i,c.h p.oe.udo.oc.ie.nc.e.o Me. ba.6e.d Me. good
- ,i,;t' .o jw...t .tha.:t loMy c.onc.lMioM have.
be.en dlta.wn ,6Jr.om .them. Eve.n .oc.ie.nw.t.6
("good" ob.o eJtveM) have. w.Une.of.i e.d .the..o e.
.o.t/f.a.nge. e.ve.n.t.6. FoJr. iM.ta.nc.e. in MMlz.o
and KJr.a.mmeJt - .the. dtc.e.am inude.n.t - a.nd
V A Bena.Mi ("Sk.e.p:tic." Fe.b' 84 p7) M
having ha.d e.xpe.tue.nc.u :that .ohook. ~
bw.e. 0.o i6 only 6oJr. a .ohoJr..t mome.n.t.
Howe.veJt .the..oe. .oc.ie.nwt.6 fup.taye.d the.
ll.,{.gh;t
a.:t:t.U:.ude. by ILe.je.c.ting .thv.,e.
ob.oe1tva.:ti.on-0 in 6a.vou.Jr. 06 e..o.ta.bfuhe.d
.the.a Jr.e.tic.a.t .o .tll.uc..tu.Jr.e. •
Con.6 e.qu.e.nc.v.i
To give. fiu.Jr..theJt .6 uppo/f..t to my
c.e.n.tJr.a.t Mg u.me.n.t, I w,i,tt w.. e. U to
e.xpt.a.,i,n
c.eJt..ta.in inude.nu
in .the.
h,u.,.toJr.y o 6 f.> ue.nc.e. and p.o e.ud0.o ue.nc.e..
- Some. fia.moM c.a..ov., 06 bad .oc.ie.nc.e.,
J.iuc.h a..o PeJtc.ival Lowe.tl'.o "fuc.oveJty"
o 6 .the. c.a.na.l-6 o 6 Ma.lt6 , and the. .the.otr.y
o 6 "N-Jr.a.y.o ", c.an be. .6 e.e.n to be. due. to
an o-vvr, Jr.ilian.c.e.
on ob.oeJtva-ti.on
iM.te.ad o6 .the.oJr.!f. Bo.th o 6 .thv., e.
e.xa.mp.f.e.o me.nu.one.d involved a. gll.e.at
de.al o6 e.i.abo/f.a.:te. ob.o eJtving but veJty
po oJr. the.oJr.e.:tic.al .6 !f.6t.e.m6. The. .the.oJr.y
on N-11.a.y.o WM a. Jr.e.al me.6.6.
- Sue.n.t-i..6.t.6 Welte. .olow to ac.c.e.pt c.£..aim6
that me..te.o/f.Ue..o we.Jr.e. a.c..tua.Uy ll.oc.k.-6
6o.Lu.ng 6Jr.om the. .ok.y be.ea.Me. .ouc.h
uCUm6 We.ll.e. (Uk.e mode.ll.n c.a..o e..o o 6
611.og.6 a.nd ,6,i,,6hu 6a..tling 61Lom the.
.ok.!f, the Loc.h Nv.i.o moMte.lL, UFO.o,
ba.U Ugh.tvu.n.g,
e..tc..)
ba..oe.d
on
ob.o e.Jr.va.tion. The. a.c.c.e.p.ta.nc.e. o 6 the.
Ide.a. 11.e.quhte.d ",the. deve..topmen.t 06 a
6Jr.a.me.wotr.k.
6oJr.
the.
c.onc.eptua.l
Jz e.c.o gn,i..t,f o n
o 6 me..te.oWe.6 "
(SI
vli,3,pJO)
Jr.a..theJt
.than
motr.e.
ob.6 eJtva.:tion..
- Fina.Uy, why doe.o .the. ge.nelta.l public.
.oo
ll.e.a.cii.ty a.c.c.e.p.t
p.oe.udo.6c.ie.nc.e.
~heJt .than .6 c.ie.n.c.e? Simply be.c.aw.. e.
the. ,6olLmeJt only Jr.e.quill.e.o .the. e.vide.nc.e.
o 6 the.
.o e.M e..o
".6 e.un.g
,(,.6
bwe.ving". Sue.nc.e., on the. otheJt
hand,
Jr.e.qu,i_/r_u muc.h moll.e. - "the.
e.vide.nc.e. o 6 the. m-i.nd". It Jr.e.qu,i_/r_v.,
.though.t a.nd going
beyond .oimple.
ob.oeJtve.d c.a..ov.i. People. w,i,tt c.ontinue.
.to ac.c.e.p.t the. pMa.noJtmal u.n:tit .the.y
be.gin to que..o:tion what .the.y ob.oeJtve..
Va.vid Widdow.oon
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Ve.a.ft Edi...:totr.,
To aw.iwvz. youJr.. qu.ution tr.e..gatr.di..ng
my u.nde..Mtandi..ng o 6 the. e.a.Jlliut e.v,i,de.nc.e.
,6otr. Muopotam,i,a.n
Mtftology
(le..ttvz. The. Ske.ptic. Nov'84).
My v,i,ewpo,i,nt. tr.e. ole.cto the. tr.U uLt6
o 6 Jz,e_c.e.n.:t a.c.a.dem,i,c. 1.>tu.d,i,u ,i,nt.o Mu opo ta.mian h,u.,toJz,y. Btr.,i,e. ,6ly : The. Mtfl.onome.tr. BM.:tel L. va.n dvz.
Wa.e.tr.de.n J.i.:ta.tu (Sue.nc.e. AvJa.ke.n,i,ng II,
1974 p48): "Whether the Sumerians were
interested in astrology and astronomy
or not, we do not know.
The oldest
astronomical and
astrological texts
that we have, namely a single astrological and a single astronomical text,
belong to the Old-Babylonian period
(ca.1830-1530 BC)."

Ph,i,U,i,p I a.nna. a.gtr.e.u w.Uh ,th,u., ,i,n
book, c.o-a.u..:thotr.e.d wUh R.B.Cu.lvvz.
~ Ge.rr,,i,1u Syndtr.ome.,
( 19 79) :
"Th~

h,u.,

oldest known astronomical and astrological texts date from the first half of
the Hammurabi dynasty. The astrological
texts are simply omens based on the
appearance of the moon and planets
(pl5) • "

FUJr.the..tr.moJz,e.

the.

AMIJ!U..oloc,i,,6:t.

A L~ Oppe.nhum tr.e..ma.tr.ke.d rAnue.n.:t Muo-

p-of~, 7977 p224):

"Study of the rise
of astrology in Mesopotamian civilization has hardly begun. The pertinent
evidence is preserved on a few Old
Babylonian tablets with astrological
omens of a rather primitive type, mianly among texts found at the periphery
of
Mesopotamian
influence
in
Boghazkeui, Qatna, Mari and Elam. They
testify to the existence of an astrological tradition already diversified
at the crucial Old Babylonian period."

Thu..6

we.

have.

known

h,u.,totr.,i,c.a.l

record J.ihowing Mtfl.ology be.g,i,nn,i,ng 5000
ye.a.JzJ.i a.go in

Muopota.rrK,a.

a6

mcun.:ta.,i,ne.d

by Ph,i,U,i,p ~a.nna. (The. Ske.ptic., Se.p.:t.'84
p,23).

The. h,u.,;totr.,i,c..o.1.. tr.e.c.otr.d6 Jotr. Muo-

p-ofa,u,u.aJ1,; M.:ttr.ology da..:te. ba.c.k le-of.> than
IJ~a.JzJ.i a.go and .:t~e. e.a.Jlliu.:t otr.,i,g,lnv.ue,tua.f.1,y ou.,U,<_de_ .the. ge.o atr.a.Y.Jh,i,c.
o -6 anue.n.:t Mu o po.ta.mi.a.. Howe ve.~ we.
_.oU,ll,mi,,6~ tha..:t Mtftology ptr.oba.bly
oug,Uta,te.d ,<_n Muopo:tarru.a. pe.tr.ha.pf.> .6o~e.
50 0 0 ye.a.JzJ.i a.go •
Paul Mc.Gahan

4000
a±e,
area,
ma.![

PS. You. ma.tJ ilink m!J lai:,t J.i.:ta.te.me.nt.
,ln.di..c.a..:t,i_ve. 0 n a. pe.d.a..n;u.c. e.x.vz.w e..
Howe.vvz., a. nu.mbe.Jz, 06 a.c.a.de.m,i_c.f.> have.
g,i,ve.n tr.e.Mott6 ,6oJz, bu,i,e.v,i,ng tha..:t mu.c.h
a6 :tJr..aJ!.. lo tr.e. WM in..:ttr.o duc.e.d ,i,n.:to anue.nt.
Mu o po.ta.mi.a. 6Jz,om A1.;t,a,,i_c. J.iiia.ma.n,i,,6 m (f.> e.e.:
Sh~a.n,i,,6m, btJ lfuc.e.a. Eli.a.de., 7972).
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SOME RESEARCH ON ASTROLOGY
PJz.o 6u f.> oJz. Alan SmU.h e.JzJ.i ,
Ve.pa.tr..:tme.n.:t oo Edu.c.a..:t,i_on,
Un,i,ve.JzJ.iily oo Ma.n.c.hutvz., U. K.
Ve.atr. PJz,o 6u ,6 otr. smuhe.M ,
The.
AM.:ttr.a.l,la.n S/2.e.ptic.-6
a11.e.
,i,n.:tvz.ute.d in
youJr.. in.vutiga.tionf.>
tr.e.ga11.di..n.g
the. po.oJ.i,i,ble. c.oMe..la.tionf.>
be.,twe.e.n oc.c.u.pa.tionf.> and da..:te. 06 b,i_tr.;th.
We. would gtr.e.crtly a.pptr.e.ua..:te. a. c.opy 06
:the. tc.ue.a.tr.c.h pa.pe.tr.
tha..:t c.ou.ld be.
ma.de. a.va.,i,la.ble..
We. a.tr.e. pa.tr.tic.u.latr.ly ,i,n.:te.Jz.U .te.d ,i,n
the. e.x..:te.n.:t o 6 va.Ju,a.;t,i,o n. 6Jz,o m c.ha.n.c.e. tl otr.
a.n !J
o c.c.u.pa.tio n.
tha..:t
.o howf.>
.o u.c.h
va.tr.,i,a.tion
a.n.d a.lf.>o the.
nu.mbe,ll, 06
oc.c.u.pa.tionf.> c.onf.>ide.tr.e.d ,ln the. J.i.:tu.dy.
We. c.a.n. u.nde.M .:ta.n.d f.> ome. f.> e.M on.a.l
va.tr.,i,a.tio n. oC.C.Wl./t,(,ng ,ln oc.c.u.pa.tio n6 on
:the. bM,i,,6 .:tha..:t the.tr.e. ,i,,6 J.iome. e.vide.n.c.e.
tha,t
/?Jz.o ,5e-oJ.iion6
te.n.d
to
be.ge..:t
ptr.o 6Uf.>,<_o n6 a.nd tha..:t b,i_tr.;thda..:tu ma.y
ha.ve. a.n. M.ooua.tion. wilh .the. J.ie.a.Mn
tha..:t pa.tr.e.nu take. houda.yf.>. The. motr.e.
a.66lu.e.n.:t oc.c.u.pa.tionf.> ma.y .:te.n.d to ha.ve.
moJz,e. .oe.t houda.y.o.
Howe.ve.Jz. we. mMt Jz,e.ma.in. J.ike.ptic.a.l
a.bo~. a.ny in.6lu.e.n.c.e.
o 6 pla.ne..:ta.tr.y
po.o,i,tionf.> M p0-6.:tu.la..:te.d by Mtfl.ologe.JL,~
bu..:t pll,e.pa.tr.e.d :to be. c.on v,lnc.e.d.
J amu GV!.tr.a.nd, s e.c.tr.e..:ta.tr.y.
14/10/84

In

Ve.a.tr. Jamu GV!.tr.a.nd,
The. tr.Ue.a.tr.c.h to wh,i,c.h you. tte.6vz.
~ 6u.n.de.d by the. Kouile.tr. Foundation
W<..th mone.y ob.:ta.ine.d 6Mm the. ne.uJ.6pa.pe.Jz,
The. ~u.a.tr.di..a.n. and the. only pu.bw he.d
ve.Jrv6,LO n. o ,6 the.
6indi..ng.o c.u.Me.n.ily
wha..:t
a.ppe.a.tr.e.d the.tr.e..
a.v~a.ble. ,l,6
Co p,<_U o 6 ,0-e. a.tr.tic.lu a.tr.e. e.nc.lof.> e.d.
You. will J.>e.e. tha;t my c.on.c.lMion ,i,,6
btr.oa.d.ly :the. J.ia.me. M you.M - c..x.c.e.ptin.g
,0-e. _tr.~u,U {iotr. nu.Mu whic.h I 6,[nd
,<_11:tJu..gMng. I have. be.en. able. :to di..vide.
:the. .6 amp.le. and :the. pa..:t.:tvz.n appe.a.JzJ.i ,ln.
both .ou.b-J.ia.mplu.
The. .:ta.bu.la.tion. obtained {iJz,om :the.
Btr.,i_;t,i_,6 h O66,l.c.e. o 6 Po pu.la.tio n. Ce.nf.> M u
a.n.d .SuJr..ve.y.6 WM ,6oJz, Z2 3 oc.c.u.pa.tiona.l
gtr.ou.p.6 by _12 di..v,l,6,lonf.> o{i the. ye.a.tr.
(c.oMupon.di..ng to the. .6u.n J.iignf.>, and
a.uo the. .6e.Mon6 e.a.c.h cli..vide.d into
thtr.e.e.) • So me. on the. oc.c.u.pa.t.,lo n6 wvz.e.
obf.>c.Wr..e. .60 the.
223 gtr.ou.p,lng.o wvz.e.
c.~mbine.d (a.c.c.oJz,di..n.g to OPCS tr.u.lu ) to
g,<_ve_ 100 oc.c.u.pa.tionf.>. Ciu-J.iqu.a.tr.e.d t)Ofl.
goodne-of.>
o 6 -6 il a.c.tr.oM the. twelve.
pe.tr.iod6 J.ihowe.d .:tha..:t 20 de.via..:te.d be.yon.d
c.ha.n.c.e. a..:t the. 5% level o 6 1.,,i,gn,i,6,[c.a.n.c.e..
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When :the. oc.c.upmonal. c.a:te.gotu__e..o
weJte. fJUJt:theJt c.ombine.d :to give .6oua1.
cl.M-6e.6, a de.CVL "-6e.Mona1." pa:t:te.Jtn
e.meJtge.d, wilh people. bonn in -6p1t,<_ng
:tending :to ge.:t :the. be.:t:teJt job-6.
The. e.vide.nc.e.
/Jon
a-6:tltologic.al.
a-6-6oumon-6 ,{,,6 no:t -6:tltong bu:t .6ome. Wa-6
obtained - 6011. example., :the. 6inding 6011.
nuJt-6 e.o. TheJte. ,{,,6 al.-6 o e. vide.nc.e. linking
peJt-6onal.ay and .6un .6ign. T~ howe.veJt,
-6hou1.d
no:t
fumay
-6c.e.ptic..6
ClYl.d
na;ti_onal_,<_,6:t-6:
:theJte. ,{,,6 a peJt6e.c.ily
-6:tltaigh:toolUJJCVLd
p.6yc.hologic.a1.
e.x.planmon.
A6:tJtology ha-6 be.en wilh U-6 6011.
al.ong time. and ha-6 c.on;t1t,<_bu:te.d mane.
:than ma-6:t people. imagine. :to :the. way we.
-6ee :the
wo!tld a.nd mak.e. -6en-6e on
ouJt-6efve.o. Pe.Monal.ay ,{,,6 no:t Mx.e.d bu:t
,{,,6 c.ontinual.ly in :the. making. Given :the.
popul.cvc.ily on Mbc.ology in :the. me.cua.
and we.wheJte., il ,<_-6 lik.e.ly :tha.:t a
-6u6Mc.ie.n:t numbeJt 06 people. ha.ve been
Oi)
in6lue.nc.ed in :thun opiMon
:them-6e.lve..o :to in:tJtoduc.e -6ome a-6:tltology
,6 e.f6-Jte.poJt:t
-6:tudie..o
O6
in:to
peJt-6onal.ay. I:t may c.u:t even de.e.peJt,
a66e.c.ting
oc.c.upmonal.
c.hoic.e.-6, -60
wheJte. a job lik.e. nuJt-6ing depe.nd-6 :to a
c.on-6idvz.a.ble. e.x.:ten:t on peJt-6onal.ay a
link. ,{,,6 al.-60 6ound :thene.
The ne..oul.:t-6 06 :the pUo:t .6:tuc1J Me
du.e. :to appe.aJt in :the Oc.:tobeJt ,{,,6.6ue. 06
The JouJtnal. 06 Soc.ia..e. P-6hc.hologh. 16 I
c.a.n help 6Wt:theJt I .6 wuld
e veJty
plea-6 ed :to do -6 o.
(Pnonl Alan Sm-i;theJl...6.
23/10/84
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PYRAMID PRIZE
In the last issue we published a
plea from our sister society in Norway
to identify a photograph alleged to be
an ancient pyramid in Australia.
We stated a book prize would be
awarded to the person who could identify the location or to the most original
location submitted.
As no one identified the location
the prize goes to the person who suggested the most original location Ross Smith of Nedlands, WA. Ross suggested the roof of his neighbour's
house silhouetted between two gumtrees
at sunseto
He
have
asked
our Norwegian
f :r.iG
·mc.s about the photograph and they
ki:tdly sent us a manuscript translated
from Norwegian, setting out the most
amazing theories about Australia's prehistoryo As these are mostly set in
Queensland (where else) our Queensland
b~anch is investigating and we are sure
they will forward a report for publication in a later issue of "the Skeptic".

Ve.all. Edilon,
The "AU-6:tJtal.ia.n PyJta.mi.d" 6e.a:tuned
in youJt Nove.mbe.n ,{,,6-6ue ,{,,6 a1.mo.6t c.eJt:tainly :the. no o o my nughb ouJt' -6 hoU-6 e.
-6illou:t:te.d between :two gum :tJtee.o a.:t
-6un-6et. The. .6ix. 600:t dividing b1t,<_c.k.
wa.U between ouJt p!topeilie.-6 pJtavide.-6
:the iltU-6io n o 6 a ho1t,<_zo Jtt.a.l. line. IW.Yl.ning a.c.Jta-6-6 :the pic.:tuJte.
R0-6-6 L Smith,
Nedta.nd-6, r.:J. A.

o o

RAND I RETURNS
We were delighted to have CSICOP's
chief investigator magician James Randi
back in Australia for a "Sixty Minutes"
programme. Although we only had very
short notice we organised a dinner for
Randi in Melbourne which was well attended.
Members of our connnittee had lengthy discussions with Randi over testing
procedures for our $20,000 offer and
went through the claims of challengers
to date.
We took Randi on a tour of the old
Melbourne jail. As an escapologist he
was most interested in the old handcuffs.
h'e
also
took
him around
Melbourne zoo and told Randi how in the
early
exploration of Australia the
experts thought stuffed platypuses were

faked. \·lhen we got to the platypusary
i:he little critters refused to emerge
to be examined by Randi!
~ve hope Randi' s next visit will be
longer and take in more states

MISTAKE IN LAST ISSUE
Captions
to Dr R
B Molnar's
article "Reports
of Thylacines and
UFO's: Similarities and Patterns" in
the Nov'84 issue of The Skeptic should
have been as follows:
Fig. number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
should be 5 4 8 6 7 9 3 1 2
We are sorry about that.
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OR PIGS CAN'T FLY!!!
by Peter Woolcock
Alan Hammond Murray tells us that
he has witnessed genuine cases of mediumship,
and Tarot-Card reading. I
would have thought that paid-up members
of the Skeptics would have been chary
of arriving at such a conclusion on the
basis of their personal experience of a
scientifically uncontrolled situation.
I will say more about their specific
cases in the next issue after people
have had a chance to mull over what
Alan has to say. In this article I wish
to give the general argument as to why
anyone, let alone a Skeptic, should
treat one-off cases of the supposed
paranormal with extreme caution.
Paranormal phenomena count as exceptions to our well established beliefs about how things happen in the
world. David Hume, in the 18th century,
put up the classical skeptical arguments against a ready acceptance of the
occurence of exceptions to our well-·
established beliefs about how things
happen (Hume, 1976). He aimed his arguments at miracles rather than pseudo-·
science, but they have equal force against both. Suppose there are certain
relationships we have discovered that
have always held so far between two
events when these events occur under
controlled conditions e.g. when we let
go of a heavy obj.ect (event 1) it falls
(event 2), unless it is a living creature with wings. Suppose that we know of
lots of occasions when this relationship would have been broken if it was
physically possible for
it to
be
broken, for example, suppose a wingless
animal like a pig would have escaped
certain death by flying away if it
could have flown.
The fact that pigs never escape
death or hurt by flying is overwhelming
evidence that they can't fly . Suppose,
further, that whenever we investigate
supposed cases of pigs flying the great
majority of these turn out to be either
frauds or mistakes, whereas the remainder occur under such circumstances that
it just so happens that we can't get
th em to happen again given suitable
checks and controls. Suppose, lastly,
that, whenever we set up adequately
controlled test situations where this
relationship would be broken if it
could be, then it never gets broken.

When these four conditions are met we
have what Hume calls a "law of nature".
"P i gs can't fly" is a law of nature.
All of physics and chemistry is based
upon laws of nature. Science however,
is not the only place we find laws of
nature. We use them all the time in
everyday life. They are the assumptions
about how our world works that explain
why we behave as we do. Consider the
examples given by Anthony Flew.
"If
for
instance,
official secret
information gets out from a government office, then the security people
try to think of every possible chan
nel of leakage: and what necer appears on
the check lists of such
persons
is psi-gamma when similarly
there
has been an explision in a
power
station or other
industrial
plant,
then the investigarors
move
in.
At no stage will they entertain
any
suggestion that no one and nothing rouched anything, that the explosion was triggeres by some conscious
or unconscious exercise of psi-Kappa"
Flew, 1980, p64.
Things like psi-gamma, ie. Knowledge obtained by extra-sensory means,
or psi-kappa, that is movement caused
by mental means, are cases of exceptions to laws of nature. The crux of
Hume's argument against miracles (or
pseudo-science)
is that the weight of
evidence in favour of law of nature is
so strong that it is always far more
likely that there has been fraud or
error, than that there has been an exception to a law of nature, especially
if the conditions under which the supposed exception has occured is less
rigorously controlled than those that
have been used to establish the law of
nature.
This doesn't mean that scientists
can't think something to be a law of
nature then later turn out to be mistaken. Hume merely requires that the
evidence that there has been an exception to the law of nature be at least as
strong as the evidence for the law of
narure. As we only treat something as a
law of nature if the evidence for it is
enormously strong, then the evidence
for an exception must also be enormously strong. Scientists are right to
doubt that an experiment has overthrown
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a law of nature until public repitition
of the experiment by a number of scientists has ruled out the possibility of
cheating or error, which will only be
done if the experiments by those other
scientists are properly controlled.
How does all this apply to mediums
and Tarot-cards? The nearly universal
experience of people is that they cannot contact the dead nor know their own
future. This meets the first condition
I outlined earlier. Most of us know the
kinds of cases where, if mediums or
Tarot-card readers had the powers they
claim then they would have used them if
they c01.1ld e.g. situations which could
have saved their own lives or those of
their friends or families or would have
made them rich or whatever. We can all
be confident that mediums or Tarot-card
readers have no more success in these
crucial test situations than the rest
of us. We also know that investigation
into the claims of mediums and Tarot-card readers frequently result in cases
of fraud or error. Finally, we know
that neither are successful in scientests.
well-controlled
tifically
(Scientists working in the area such as
psychologists do not agree on any well-confirmed results, unlike scientists
in other areas such as physists).
All of this leads to the conclusion that the overwhelming liklihood in
individual cases of mediumship or Tarot-card reading is that the can be explained within ourknown laws of nature
and are either cases of fraud or cases
where both audience and performer deceive themselves about what is going
on. To turn up to a scientifically uncontrolled or supervised situation and
expect to be able to detect fraud or
unconscious manipulation and selection
is to have far too high an opinion of
one's own powers. The untrained observer in conditions replete with uncontrolled variables is no competition
when lined up against a professional
Targ and
Taylor,
John
performer.
qualified
highly
other
and
Puthoff,
by Uri
conned
been
have
physicists
they
because
imitators
his
or
Geller
physias
expertise
their
assumed
have
cists gives them special protection
against the tricks of conjurers. As
James Randi insisits, however, mere
high intelligence and tertiary education do not prevent people being the
dupes of professional flummery. What is
needed is the skill of the professional
magician and the training of the psy-
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chologst, exercised preferably under
controlled conditions. The last thing
we, as Skeptics should do, is assume
that we are the exceptions to the numerous victims of the expert tricksters.
In particular, we shouldn't do this
when what they claim to be able to do
is contrary to the huge burden of evidence in favour of laws of nature and we
have observed these supposed exceptions
in situations with far less adequate
controls over manipulation than the
ones that have established the l a ws of
nature. A little humility please!
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BOOK REVIEHS
Searching for some proof
in the stars
"Objections to Astrology" by Bart J Bok
Prometheus
Lawrence E Jerome.
and
Books. "The Truth About Astrology" by
Trans. by Sarah
Gauquelin.
Michel
Blackwell.
Matthews, Basil
reviewed by William Grey.
Th e se two book s prese nt oppo sing
views about t he merits o f as trology .
Bok , an emer itus p rofessor of astronomy , argues t hat ther e ar e no scientific
reasons for a ccepting the claims of
Jerome, a science
astrology , whil e
writer, a d ds t h at there are in fac t
empirical
and
methodological
good
reasons for rejecting them.
to Astrology" also
"Objec tions
includes a disavowal of astrology signed b y an impressive list of 192 leading
scientists, including quite a few Nobel
laureates. But, even though support of
the informed majority is reassuring,
the truth of the matter cannot of
course be settled by appeal to authorit y . t-ve must look to the evidence that
astrological
supports
supposedly
claims. This turns out to be soft at
best - indeed, decidedly spongy.

.
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People find astrology seductive
because they yearn for a systematic
framework of coherence and order to
explain the haphazard and capricious
events which constitute their lives.
This human propensity for pattern is
perhaps one of the most powerful (and
legitimate) motivations for the search
for, and the discovery of, systematic
explanations and understanding of the
world.
The triumphs of explanation have
frequently consisted of the discovery
of hidden and unobvious patterns and
correlations which underlie our often
disorderly experience. And for millenia
for the
inspiration
a significant
discovery of order has been the repetitive configurations of the planets and
stars.
painstaking
After 30 years of
research Michel Gauquelin, like many
before him (though at conspicuous variance with Jerome), claims to have discovered significant correlations between planetary positions at birth and
career success, temperament and personality. His book purports to prove that
planetary position at birth has a significant bearing on human destiny. I
read his conclusions with considerable
surprise. Could this be (I wondered)
the same author who had written in The
1982):
(Spring
Enquirer
Skeptical
"There is no correlation between the
character traits of the subjects and
the signs under which they were born •••
there is no correlation between professional success and the zodiac, and
between
no zodiacal-sign "heredity"
parents' and childs' horoscopes. All
this (data) presents a large body of
experimental evidence against the alleged influence of the twelve signs."
Gauquelin claimed to
Astrology,
have shown, is nonsense. But it emerges
in his latest book that this is really
a consequence of inept astronomical
calibration. There is a celestial influence on our lives, he maintains, but
this has nothing to do with the zodiac:
the effects are correlated not with
stellar constellations but only with
his
Moreover,
planetary positions.
studies purport to reveal that not just
any old celestial body will do: only
the Moon, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
affect our lives. The Sun,
Saturn
Mercury, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto play
no role in determining our destiny .
This is the foundation of Gauquelin's
"nee-astrology".
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Gauquelin defends his interpretations of statistical data (called into
in an exceedingly
question b y Jerome)
opaque chapter, Science and Proof). A
qualified
technically
and
patient
expert would be needed to sort out this
extremely murky dispute.
However, it does not require much
sophistication to be skeptical about
the bizarre explanation which Gauquelin
provides for his alleged socioplanetary
correlations. Success, he suggests, is
not actually determined by planetary
position at time of birth: rather the
foetus recognises a propitious planetary configuration and selects its birth
time accordingly. No plausible mechanism for this astonishing feat of astral
detection is suggested.
While the ancients can be excused
for thinking that stellar patterns were
reflected by events on earth, our improved astronomical understanding has
effectively squeezed all such claims
out of court. The planets are too distant, and their influence too nugatory
to have any significant effects on terrestial events. The gravitational impact of the proximate obstetrician is
far greater than that of Venus or
Saturn. And Gauquelin's speculations
about a "planet-geomagnetism" link will
not survive inspection.
Nevertheless there is little doubt
that people will continue to find comfort in the belief that our fate lies
with the stars rather than with ourselves.
It is clear, anyway, that the onus
of proof is on the astrologers (or
"neo-astrologers") to come up with some
pretty convincing evidence to support
their claims, and clear that they have
not done so. While the discipline of
astronomy has been revolutionised severthe time of
times over since
al
Ptolemy, astrology, despite many lifetimes of fruitless effort, has made no
significant progress. There are no good
grounds to believe that it will ever do
so,and every reason therefore to pronounce this research program defunct.
Books on astrology nevertheless
continue to find respectable publishers. We can, I suppose, be grateful
that at least we do not get many books
to review on scapulimancy, cheiromancy,
oneiromancy, haruspicy, chaomancy, bibophiomancy •••
copromancy,
liomancy,
(the list goes on). There are some
signs of progress.
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SPIRITUALISTS' UNION CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
by Mark Plummer
When
introducing
"clairvoyant"
Albert Best at his public meeting at
Ringwood on 30th March 1984 the chairperson Mr George Eldred, President of
the
Victorian Spiritualists'
Union
(VSU)
stated that he was disappointed
that science was not involved in the
study of spiritualism.
I responded on 5th April stating
that some of our scientists were keen
to study spiritualism scientificallyo I
stated they would like to conduct controlled scientific tests on Mr Best and
other spiritualists. I added that we
would also like to examine other aspects of spiritualism such as the disposition of the large sums of money
raised by overseas speakers on tour in
Australia.
The VSU replied on 14th April and
asked for the names, addresses and
qualifications of the scientists. The
matter was delayed with the Bob Steiner
hoax but in October I sent a list of
eleven skeptics who were keen to test
the claims of the spiritualists and of
their qualifications. The list included
two magicians, two science graduates,
two physicists, two engineers, a psychologist, a medical practitioner and a
lawyer.
VSU, Mr
The President of the
on
23rd
October
Eldred,
replied
stating;

"On behctl6 06 the ex.ec.u:uve 06 :the
VSU I v.J,Llh to :thank. you 6ofl :the o 66efl
01l ,6 uenti/)ic. tu ting 0 6 ,6 pbuLtuctli-6-U.
The namu and addlz.U-6U and qu.iliMc.alion-6 Wefle Mk.ed oofl 06 me -6uent,i,,6t-6 you have wted to c.Mfly out :the
te-6:ting, but you. have not c.ompued wdh
OM tz.equ.ut." (We left out their names
for obvious privacy reasons.)

"Howevefl we ho_ve deuded to dee.line.
yoM oonefl on the gflou.nd6 that you and
you.tz. gflou.p have -6hown 6atz. too muc.h
antag on,i,,6 m towatz.d6 S pitz.ductli-6 -to , w o
a.c.tive fuagfleement wdh OM woflk..
Had you. not been a paflty to me peflpe.ttz.alion 06
dee.ea
and 6-'lau.d at
Ringwood and wo on Channel 9, OM
mediu.m6 woul.d have no doubt agtz.eed to
the te-6ting by you.fl,6ef6, and otheM 06
yoM c.hoo-6ing. But we c.oul.d not be -6Me
that tu-to woul.d be c.ondu.c.ted 6aitz..ty
and w-i..mou.t pfle_iudic.e. Shoul.d we M a
-6ouety deude mat -6uentiMc. te-6-U
atz.e nec.e-6-6atz.y, men we -6ha.tf c.hoMe
-6uenti-6u that w,LU_ not be 06 yoM

-6efe.c.ting.

We Me mMt intefle-6ted in the k.d
fJ0M gfloup adve.'1.ti-6e-6 and Mwul.d you
c.atz.e., M'1. P.tu.mmefl, to c.ome to the VSU
and demon-6tflate yoM
pfloWe-6-6 M a
c.faitz.voyant, taught you by the. aid o 6
one a 6 mu e kw , we wo ul.d c.efltain.ty
g,i_ve you a ve.fly c.ofldia.t ,i_nvdation, but
no p.tan.;t,6 ,i_n me au.dienc.e ;th,i,,6 time..
OM mank.-6 to you 6ofl me 6-'lee pubuc.dy you have g,i_ven to Spitz.duai,,i,,6m,
M me membeMhip hM wen gtz.eaily
;th,i,,6 fMt -6,tX. month-6.
Wah tz.egatz.d to 6Mtiietz. c.oMe-6 pondenc.e
11.e..tating to te-6ting, I -6ee. no advantage
to you.'1.,6elvu oil. me VSU -60 I c.fo-6e
c.ommu.n,i_c.alion w.l:th .:t.Jw c.0Me-6po11denc.e.
be.twee.n :the Sk.eptic.-6 am[ ou.Me.ive..-6."
Clearly the reaction of a VSU audience to myself or any known skeptic
would be vastly affected by the knowledge that the person claiming to be
clairvoyant was a skeptic.
However the Australian Skeptics
have decided to accept their challenge
by having people taught using our kits
and presented to a VSU audience
as
"clairvoyants".
For a proper test it would beessential
that
the audience and the
chairperson
did not know that the
person was a Skeptic and genuinely believed the person was a "clairvoyant".
Using our kits and the techniques
set out in "The Spiritualists" by Ruth
Brandon, we will teach volunteers to
become skilled as mediums, clairvoyants
and psychics and to become accepted in
the VSU as "clairvoyants" and eventually presented to VSU meetings not merely
once but several times till the final
revelations which will create a great
deal of free publicity which Mr Eldred
seems to like.
We have two sources of volunteers
for the project. One source is people
previously in the Spiritualist movement
who as a result of the Bob Steiner hoax
and our follow-up kits have come to
take a different view of spiritualism.
The second source is for skeptics
to join an organisation affiliated with
the VSU and work with the organisation
until fully accepted.
This is clearly
a long
term
project requiring a great deal of planning, time and commitment. The results
should be worth the effort.
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THE CLAIMS OF CHARLES WALLACH
by James Gerrand
Television screens could harm viewers
On
28 June '84 a Dr Charles
Wallach appeared on the ABC TV programme "Nationwide" claiming that television screens could harm viewers, particularly pregnant women, and that he had
a device costing $100 which would make
the TV screen safe. If you wanted to
find out more then you attend a seminar
that
Wallach
was
presenting
in
Melbourne and in Sydney, at a fee of
$150.
Notwithstanding the seriousness of
such a claim the ABC when contacted was
not able to supply any detailed reference as to Wallach's credentials apart
from having affiliations with the US
State Department, the United Nations
and
the University
of
California
Medical Faculty at Los Angeles. The
only specific information otherwise was
that he worked for a US company, The
International Bio-Environmental Foundation.
The
company
that
arranged
Wallach's visit, Peter McKay International, was not able to add any further
detail apart from supplying me with a
copy of a report "The Hazards of VDTs"
by a Bob DeMatteo of the Ontario Public
Service Employees Union. This was apparently the report on which Wallach
makes his claim of harmful effects of
television screens. On reading the report one finds it is not so definite as
Wallach. Thus it states in its opening
paragraph " ••• VDTs ••• may pose a serious hazard...
" (my emphasis) • In the
text it states "In the absence of firm
epidemiological evidence linking VDT
radiation to these health problems, it
is difficult to make conclusive statements about this potential radiation
hazard."
Seeking credentials
With the help of a South Australian Skeptic,
Dr Michael Patkin, a
letter was sent to Charles Wallach
courteously requesting details of his
academic and technical background. A
three page reply plus two enclosures
appeared at first glance to present a
substantial technical
background. However extracting the salient facts revealed an eclectic
training but as
Wallach admits "none ••• is quite relevant to my qualifications for lecturing
on VODs"
(Visual Display Operators'
Distress Syndrome):

(a) Two years of pre-med at University
of California at Los Angeles
(UCLA),
1936;
(b) Two years in Business Administration at Woodbury Colle ge, Los Angeles;
(c) A year of physics at Wright Junior
College in Chicago;
(d)
A teaching assignment in Advanced
Electronics at the Treasure Island,
California, Naval Training Center during WWII;
(e) During 1945-50 attended and graduated with an E.E.
(?) the Will Rogers
Institute in Oklahoma City and joined
that teaching faculty.;
(f) Seconded to Massachusetts to assist
in rewriting MIT texts, receiving an
honorary Doctorate from McGraw-Hill,
the publishers.
(g) From 1955-70 two years of engineering/math/medicine and tutoring at the
American University of Beirut, language
studies with the University of Maryland
extension and on the campus of Tehran
University;
(h) In the early 1970s, in conjunction
with a Dr Katzenbach, "literally designed, built (in a supervisory capacity),
and implemented a medical college at
the Jundi Shapur University in Ahwaz,
Iran, for which his published thesis
was accepted for a Ph oD.(Education) by
the
Iranian
Ministry
of
Higher
Education."
Wallach relates that h is connection with VODs originated when the publishing of a paper on brain organisation resulted in a one year fellowship
through the Ross Foundation (and another honorary doctorate in science).
Wallach claims that though he has
not the traditional B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
his credentials have been good enough
to be accepted as a medical school lecturer and he refers to an enclosure.
One enclosure is a letter to the School
of Medicine of UCLA claiming an appointment in late 1973 or 1974 to the
Extension Medical Faculty but Wallach
is not able to produce the evidence,
stating it is in dead storageo
The other enclosure is a schedule
of continuing educational courses at
the use School of Dentistry for June
1974. Dr Charles Wallach is listed as
presenting
A
Physical
Theory
of
Acupuncture and Related Neurophysiological Phenomenology.($50 for dentists,
$25 for auxiliary or wi f e. Approved 6
l/2hours credit)
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Next Dr Wallach reports on his
work for the UN. In 1974 he was appointed an expert ICAO (International Civil
Aviation
Organisation)
adviser
in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, completing the
mission the following year. This was
particularly interesting to me as I was
the ICAO Electronics Engineer Adviser
in Somalia in that year. tvallach does
not state what specialist position he
was appointed to - I think it would be
most unlikely that a developing country
would be interested in VODs. It would
be more likely that he was employed as
an electronics
instructor
in
the
Argentian
Civil
Aviation
Training
School. Ne would welcome further clarification from Dr Wallacha
As regards his work for the US
Department of State Wallach states he
was, 1955-1960, an accredited US technical representative based at the US
embassy at London with the diplomatic
title of Scientific Advisor to the
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mortality •••
Wallach concludes ••• I had not realised the Australian Skeptics were so
interested in the longevity of rats and
rabbits.
• •• you may find these •• • and
••• other
papers
in
a publication
••• "Biological
and
Environmental
Effects of Atmospheric Ions" •• • postpaid $US25.
At this stage the National Committee decided we had pursued this trail
of questionable scientific value long
enough. i·1e would still welcome any
straightforward reporting of scientific
evidence relating to the effects of
ions.

Ambassador.
A question about research
In his final page Wallach states
he is "saddened to note you have not
asked a single question about my own
research, and that of my colleagues

. . .. " .

Well,
we subsequently did our
best.
Dr Alan Christophers of our
National
Committee,
having
read
Wallach's book THE ION CONNECTION - A
Scientific
Appraisal",
queried
Wallach's claim "Laboratory rats and
rabbits kept in such. an ion-depleted
environment die in a matter of days."
The salient parts of his reply are as
follows:

It was not rats and rabbits that died
As this text was
0 • 0 but rather mice.
edited by others some years ago, I cannot now put my finger on the source of
the mistake •• o But this result with
mice was publish.e d (I believe by A L
Tchijevsky circa 1960) in a Soviet
paper of which I read a translation by
the US Office of Naval Intelligencea
•• athe late Professor A P Kreuger, who
headed the Ion Research Laboratory at
the University of California (Berkeley)
• • • repeated the experiment in his own
lab. Kreuger did not find his mice
••• did not all die within days (~id any
I skeptically ask?) but he did find
that generations of mice raised in a
de-ionised environment experienced a
very (dramatically) significant early

Moroccan sound healers

at work

VICTORIAN SKEPTICS' PARTY
Having
obtained
a
favourable
weather prediction from our resident
clairvoyant, Victorian Skepti cs had a
Sunny Sunday afternoon party at the
semi-rural property of committee person
Pam William, on February 17th. It was
a friendly relaxed atmosphere till 4.30
pm when the Moroccan sound h e aling team
arrived. This team had been spotted at
the Confest at Wangaratta at January
and invited to perform in front of the
Skeptics.
On arrival the head of the team
stated that he felt he had been invited
under false pretences and was not prepared to be scientifically tested. When
it was suggested that a performance
would suffice he told our National
President in no uncertain terms that it
was not a performance •
The team scoured the property for
a position with suitable
spiritual
vibes and demonstrated Moroccan sound
therapy before being quizzed extensively by our Skeptics. A more detailed
article on the theory of the therapy
will-be printed in the next Skeptic.
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IlEBUNKINGJ NEUTRALITYJ AND SKEPTICISM IN SCIENCE
How should science deal with the paranormal? Well-informed debunking of outlandish
claims is legitimate, but seriously proposed and researched hypotheses deserve a
fair hearing and responsible analysis. (Reprinted from "the Skeptical Inquirer"
Spring 1984 .)

by Paul Kurtz
The term "paranormal" was not invented
by the Committee for the Scientific
Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal but has been widely used, first by
parapsychologi sts and later by others
to refer to anomalous phenomena that
allegedly could not be explained in
terms of the existing categories of
science. "Paranormal" refers to that
which is "beside" or even "beyond" the
range of normal experience and explanation. It is used to depict phenomena
like clairvoyance, precognition, telepathy, psychokinesis, levitation, poltergeists, astral projection, automatic
writing, communication with discarnate
spirits, and so on.
Most skeptics deny that the term
"paranormal" has any clearly identifithe
Like
meaning.
able
"supernat"noumenal", "occult", or even
ural", its precise referents are vague
and ambiguous. The boundaries of human
knowledge are constantly expanding and
being refined , and what was unknowable
yesterday may become scientifically explicable the next day; thus the DNA
code, the concept of black holes, and
subatomic particles
newly postulated
said to have been
be
cannot
surely
were initially
they
when
"paranormal"
Is the paranormal simply
proposed.
to that which is "unfamilequivalent
"strange" at one state in the
iar" or
development of human knowledge? If so,
that would not make it unusual. The
term "paranormal" has also been stretparapsychology to
beyond
ched far
powers
mysterious
so-called
other,
contained
not
universe
within the
within the parameters of our existing
conceptual framework. It has been used
to re.f er to such disparate phenomena as
reincarnation, life after life, biorhythms, astrology, UFO's, Chariots of
the Gods, the Bermuda Triangle, monthe deep-whether Nessie,
of
sters
Chessie or Champie-Bigfoo t, cattle mutilations, human spontaneous combustion,
psychic archaeology, and faith healing;
in short, almost anything that comes
within the range of human imagination
and is thought to be "incredible".
On the current world-scene, belief
in the paranormal is fed and reinforced

by a vast media industry that profits
from it; and it has been transformed
into a folk religion, perhaps the dominant one today. Curiously, it is often
presented as "scientifically warranted"
and as a new, if bizarre, conception of
reality that is breaking down our natof the
uralistic-mate rialistic view
universe.
Contemporary science is rapidly
expanding in many directions: on the
macrolevel, astronomy reports exciting
new discoveries. The quest for extralife is one of the most
terresial
dramatic adventures of our time. This
is grist for science fiction and the
poetic imagination, outstripping that
which has been verified or is technologically feasible today. On the microlevel, physicists postulate new particles in an attempt to unravel the
nature of physical reality. And in the
life sciences, biologists are decoding
the genetic basis of life and are on
the threshold of creating new forms. At
the same time, the information revolution unfolds stunning new applications.
Men and women have always been
the
of
by the depths
fascinated
unknown. As far back as we can trace
there has been an interest in the
occult and the magical. The persistence
paranormal
of ancient
growth
and
beliefs in our highly educated scientific-technolog ical civilization is a
puzzling phenomenon to many of us.
There are many reasons for this, not
the least of which are the fast pace of
role of
the
progress,
scientific
fiction in stimulating the
science
imagination, and the breakthrough into
space beyond our planet. And so people
ask, for example, why is it not possible for the mind to engage in remote
scenes and
viewing of far distant
events, precognate, or retrocognate, or
to exist in some form separate from the
Present-day science for many
body.
seems to demonstrate that virtually
anything is possible, and that what was
thought to be impractical or
once
unreal can later be found to be so. And
they think perhaps psi phenomena, biorhythms and horoscopes, faith healing
and extraterrestria l UFO's are genuine.
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There is some confusion in the public
mind between the possible
and the
actual, and for many people the fact
that something is possible converts it
into the actual.
Some
skeptics have
dissented,
maintaining that since paranormal concepts contradict the basic conceptual
categories by which we understand and
interpret the world, they may be rejected on a priori grounds. In my view, it
is difficult to impose preconceived
limits to inquiry or to rule out such
claims as logically "impossible". The
history of science is littered with
such vain attempts. Whether or not paranormal phenomena exist and, if they
do, how they may be interpreted can
only be deterrnined in the last analysis
within the process of scientific verification and validation and not antecedent to it.
What Should Be the Role of Science?
Now the question is often raised: How
should science deal with the paranormal?
One familiar response is
that
science should ignore the paranormal
entirely. Many scientists until recently considered it beneath their dignity
to become involved in what they viewed
as patent nonsense. This has not been
the response of those scientists and
scholars associated with CSICOP. We believe that such claims ought to be investigated because of the widespread
public interest and also because some
paranormalists on the borderland of
science claim to have made significant
discoveries.
If one decides to examine such
claims, how does one proceed? One way
is to debunk nonsensical paranormal
beliefs. Martin Gardner quotes H.L.
Mencken to the effect that "one horselaugh is worth a thousand syllogisms".
Some people have insisted that debunking is not an appropriate activity,
particularly for academic scientists.
To "debunk" means "to correct a misapprehension, to disabUse, set right, put
straight, open the eyes or clear the
mind. disenchant, on dispose of illusion, unfoil, unmask, or tell the truth"
(Roget's Thesaurus). Some of the claims
that are made - even by scientists and
scholars - are preposterous and debunking is not an illegitimate activity in
dealing with them. Sometimes the best
way to refute such a claim is to show
how foolish it is, and to do so graph-
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ically.
Indeed, debunking,
in its
place, is a
perfectly
respectable
intellectual activity that any number
of great writers have engaged in with
wit and wisdom: Plato and Socrates,
Voltaire, Shaw, and Mencken, to mention
only some. Surely it has a place within
philosophy, politics, religion and on
the borderlands of science and pseudoscience. It should not, however, be
abused but should be used with caution;
and it should be based upon a careful
examination of the facts.
But there are dangers here: Sometimes what appears to be bunkum because
it does not accord with the existing
level of "common sense" may turn out to
be true . Mere prejudice and dogma may
supplant inquiry . If one debunks, he
had better command an arsenal of facts
and marshal evidence to show why something is improbable or even downright
false. We can ask, Does sleeping under
a pyramid increase . sexual potency? Do
plants have ESP and will talking to
them enhance their growth? Do taperecorders really pick up voices of the
dead? All of these claims have been
proposed by paranormalists within the
past decade. They should not be rejected out of hand. On the other hand, at
some point - after inquiry, not before
they may deserve forceful debunking;
this is particularly the cas e when
scholarly critiques of inflated claims
go unnoticed by the public. Jeane Dixon
and Uri Geller, for example, seem as
unsinkable as rubber ducks-though some
of us have attempted to make duck soup
out of them. Thus we are concerned not
simply with paranormal
beliefs in the
laboratory but with their dramatization
in the media.
Another response to the paranormalists is to maintain that we should
examine each and every claim - however
far- fetched - that anyone makes, and
to give it equal and impartial hearing.
There are literally thousands of claims
pouring forth ea.e h year. One cannot
possibly deal with them all. We receive
a goodly number of calls and letters
every week at the offices of CSICOP
from people who claim that they have
prophetic powers, are reincarnated, or
have been abducted aboard UFO's. Some
of our critics nevertheless have insisted that this is the only appropriate response for science to make: to be
neutral about them all. After all, were
not Galileo and Semmelweis, and even
Velikovsky, suppressed by the scientif-

..,
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ic and intellectual establishments of
their day? And might not we in our day
likewise reject an unconventional or
heretical point of view simply because
it is not in accord with the prevailing
intellectual fashion? I repeat: This is
a danger we need especially to avoid.
For the history of science is full of
established
radical departures from
principals. Thus we must keep an open
mind about unsuspected possibilities
still to be discovered.
However, one should make a distinction between the open mind and the
open sink. The former uses certain
and
standards of inquiry
critical
employs rigorous methodological criteria that enable one to separate the genuine from the patently specious, and
yet to give a fair hearing to the serdomain of
ious heretic within the
scienceo Isaac Asimov has made a useful
distinction between endoheresies, which
are deviations made within science, and
and exoheresies, which are deviations
made outside of science by those who do
not use objective methods of inquiry
and whose theories cannot be submitted
to test, replication, validation, or
corroboration. Even here one must be
extremely cautious, for an exoheretic
may be founding a new science. A protoscience may thus be emerging that deserves careful appraisal by the scientific and intellectual communityo Or
the exoheretic may simply be a crank
even though he or she may have a wide
public following and be encouraged by
the powerful effects of extensive media
coverage. Simple neutrality in the face
of this may be a form of self-deception.
Philosopher Paul Feyerabend has
maintained that there are virtually no
standards of scientific objectivity and
that one theory can be as true as the
next. But I submit that he is mistaken.
If we cannot always easily demarcate
antecedent to inquiry pseudo from genuine science, we can after the fact
apply critical standards of evaluation.
Within these limited confines, then, I
submit that some debunking is not only
useful but necessary, particularly if
we are to deal with the realities of
belief in our media-coddled society.
Given the level of ready public acceptance of ·the "incredible" and a tendency toward gullibility, one horse-laugh
in its appropriate setting may be worth
a dozen scholarly papers, though never
at the price of the latter.
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There is still another response to
bizarre claims. In the last analysis
this is the most important posture to
assume; namely, if a paranormal claim
if some
is seriously proposed and
effort is made to support it by responsible research methods, then it does
warrant serious examination. I am not
talking about anti-scientific, religious, subjective, or emotive approaches
to the paranormal, which abound, but
efforts by serious inquirers to present
hypotheses or conclusions based upon
objective research. This is the case
with parapsychology, which today deserves a fair and responsible hearing.
Going back at least a century, some of
the important thinkers - philosphers,
psychologists, and physical scientists
investigated the physical:
have
William James, Henry Sidgwick, H.H.
Price, Oliver Lodge, William Crookes,
and more recently Gardiner Murphy and
J.B. Rhine. Their work deserves careful
analysis, though it is not immune to
strong criticism on methodological and
evidential grounds. Similarly for some
aspects of recent UFO and astrological
there are falsifiable
research. If
claims and conceptually coherent theoriesf then they need rigorous testing
and careful logical analysis by independent scientific investigation. And
here neutrality in the process of evaluation is the only legitimate approach;
take a hypothesis, examine the experimental data reported, attempt to replicate the experiment, make predictions,
and see if the theories are logically
consistent and can be verified.
That this same neutrality should
apply to fortune telling, horoscopes,
tarot cards, palmistry, fortune cookies, and other popular fields is another matter. Take them into the laboratory to see if you can get results. But
if you get no results, then the only
response often is to debunk them.
What is Skepticism?
Now it is no secret that CSICOP has
been identified with the sceptical position. We have said that we do not find
adequate support for many or most of
the claims of the paranormal that have
made both within and without
been
science. We have been bitterly attacked
by paranormal magazines and newspapers
(such as Fate magazine) for publishing
debunking articles at the same time
these publications purvey misinformation to the public and seek to sell
everything from crystal balls to OUija
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boards. We believe that both debunking
and
careful
scientific examination
should be done. In regard to
the
latter, we often find in the parasciences a lack of replication, inadequate experimental design (as in J.B.
Rhine's early experiments), and questionable interpretation of statistical
data (as in the ramote-viewing experiments of Targ and Puthoff). Sometimes but only sometimes - there is fraud or
deceit (as in the case of S.G. Soal,
Walter Levy and others), but underlying
it all there is a strong will to believe (as Project Alpha has shown).
Skepticism is among the oldest intellectual traditions in philosophy,
and it can be traced back to ancient
philosophers like Carneades, Pyrrho,
and Sextus Empiricus, and in modern
thought to Descartes, Locke, Berkely,
Hume, and Kant. Today skepticism is essential to the very lifeblood of scientific enquiry.
There are many forms that skepticism can assume. One form it may take is
universal doubt, the attitude that the
reality of the senses and the validity
of rational inference should be mistrusted. For this form of skepticism
one must adopt an epoche in regard to
all things; that is, assume the role of
the agnostic and suspend judgement.
Since one position is as good as . the
next, and all positions may be equally
false, none can be said to be true. In
philosophy, this has lead to extreme
solipsism, where one doubts not only
the reality of the external world but
one's own existence. In ethics, it has
lead to extreme subjectivism, a mistrust of reason, and a denial that
there are any objective ethical standards; for values,it is held, are rooted
in personal
taste and caprice. In
science, universal skepticism has lead
to methodological anarchism, the view
that all scientific positions depend
upon the mere prejudices of the scientific cormnunity and the shifts in paradigms that occur. If this is the case,
astrology would be as true as astronomy
and psychic phenomena as real as subatomic physics. Such a form of skepticism is easily transformed into the kind
of "neutralism" discussed above - since
all positions may be equally true or
false, we have no way of judging their
adequacy.
Universal skepticism is negative,
self-defeating, and contradictory.One
cannot consistently function as a total
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skeptic but must assume certain principles of inquiry, some of which turn
out to be more reliable than others. We
must act upon the best evidence we
have, as our beliefs
confront the
external world
independent of
our
wishes. Moreover, we do have welltested
hypotheses that may be held with varying degrees of probability and incorporated into the body of knowledge. The
skeptic's own universal principle that
their is no reliable knowledge must
apply to itself; and,if so, we are lead
to doubt its range of applicability. A
universal skepticism is limited by its
own criteria. If we assume it to be
true, then it is false;
since if it
applies to everything, it applies to
itself, and hence universal skepticism
cannot be universal. I do not wish to
become impaled by the logic of types.
The point I want to make is simply that
the most meaningful form of skepticism
is a selective one. This maintains that
doubt is limited to the context of
inquiry. We cannot at the same time
doubt all
of
our presuppositions,
though we may in other contexts examine
each in turn. The doubt that properly
emerges is within a problematic context
of inquiry and _thus can be settled only
by the relevant evidence - though perhaps not completely.
What I mean is that the scientific
cormnunity is always faced with new research problems, and it seeks solutions
to these problems (a) in the theoretical sciences, through explanations of
what is happening and why, (b) in the
technological and applied sciences, by
resolving
questions of application.
There are alternative theories or hypotheses that may be proposed and compete
for acceptance. Some of them may fall
by the wayside; those that win out seem
to accord best with the relevant data
and the conceptual framework at hand,
though these may in turn be eventually
modified.
Clearly, a researcher should suspend judgment until he can confirm his
hypotheses and until it is corroborated
by other inquirers. However, no one law
or theory can be said to be final or
absolute, or to have reached its ultimate formulation. Here Charles Pierce's
famous "principle of fallibilism" plays
a role: for we may be in error, we may
uncover new
data,
or
alternative
hypotheses may be found to fit the data
more
adequately.
Thus we must be
prepared to admit new hypotheses, how-
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ever novel or unlikely they may at
first appear. Science is open to revision of its theories: The self-corrective process is on-going. We must always
be willing to entertain and not rule
out new ideas. This applies to the established sciences, but also to newly
emerging proto- or para-sciences.
Conclusion.
I am often asked why belief in the paranormal is so strong in the world
today, and especially in highly developed and highly educated scientifictechnological societies like our own.
There are many explanations that can be
and have been given. I wish to conclude
by mentioning only two.
First is the fact that we exist in
a religious culture of longstanding
historic traditions,
and dissenting
points of view in the area of religion
are not given a fair hearing. Since
belief in the supernatural and occult
remains largely unchallenged, the paranormalist finds a receptive audience.
There are at least two cultures existing side by side. On the one hand, the
religious,
and on the
other
the
rational-philosophic-scientific. Until
the religious is submitted to intellectual critique openly and forthrightly,
the paranormal will continue to flourish on the fringe of science.
The second reason is that although
we are a scientific culture we have not
thus far succeeded in our curricula of
scientific education in conveying the
meaning of science. There is a widespread appreciation for the benefits of
scientific technology, particularly for
its economic value, as new industries
are being spawned at a breathtaking
pace. But at the same time there exists
fear of science and its possible implications for other aspects of life.
Sadly our elementary and high schools,
colleges and universities, turn out
specialists who may be extremely competent in their narrow fields of expertise, but who lack an appreciation for
the broader scientific outlook. Within
their own fields students are able to
master their subject matter and apply
the methods of science and critical intelligence, but these methods often do
not spill over to other
areas of
belief.
In my view, a major task we face
is proper education in science, both in
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the schools and for the general public.
There is a failure to appreciate the
importance of skeptical thinking. A
truly educated person should come to
appreciate the tentative character of
much of human knowledge. The burden of
proof always rests upon the claimant to
warrant his claim. If all the facts do
not support it, then we should suspend
judgment.
Science surely is not to be taken
as infallible, and some of the defects
found in the pseudo- and para-sciences
can
be
found in
the established
sciences as well, though on a reduced
scale. Scientists are fallible, and
they are as prone to error as everyone
e lse - though it is hoped that the
self-corrective process of scientific
inquiry will bring these errors to the
light of day. Similarly, it would be
presumptuous to maintain that all intelligence and wisdom is on the side of
the skeptic; for he may be as liable to
error as the next person. Fortunately,
we have our critics and they are only
too willing to point out-for which we
should be grateful. we have made mistakes and have sought to correct them.
Ne should not trust anyone to have all
the truth, and this applies to ourselves as well.
1vhether life can be lived truly
rationally and whether all of our beliefs can be tested before we accept
them is a topic that philosophers have
long debated. Suffice it to say that
selective skepticism can have a constructive and positive role in life,
that some degree of skepticism is important,
and that reflective individuals will learn
to appreciate its
value.
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